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Manchester, Eng., April 23. In senDenver, Colo., April 23. Frederick
A. Gorham, Jr., of Payette, Idaho, the
tencing two militant suffragettes toBUT ESSAD PASHA OVER
LAW WHICH WILL PLEASE EVERYBODY authorities are convinced today is the
day, Justice Sir John Eldon Bankes
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said:
man who appealed to the police late
MR. UNDERWOOD'S SPEECH.
"I would send you round the world
the wishes of the powers were car"The enactment of this (tariff)
last night for aid in finding out who
Cettinje, Montenegro, April 23.
ried out. In the meantime the Monbill into law will mark the end of
in a sailing ship if the law permitted
Washington, D. C, April 23. Presi- was the subject of a conference today he was. Chief of Police Felix O'Neill
After a final desperate attack lasting tenegrin army was continuing its operand (he begin- an era
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Civil war) and those who had
Secretary of State Bryan could not line his ideas as to a series of treaties Gorham and stating that relatives
fense.
amassed fortunes under it have
for trial on the charge of entering the
iety in political circles here which
go to California personally, to explain looking toward international peace: were on the way to Denver to take
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ex- controlled the government,
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visit Sacramento for the purpose of it to the committee today, is that all of Frederick A. Gorham, third vice house.
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end
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New York, April 23. The board of believed, will die.
Douglas was lauded as the highest could not make any impression until
that while this senate respectfully directors of the Associated Press, at Peters, the engineer, who stuck to fiscal administration of this country type of statesman and patriot and as few weeks ago, when their Servian almaintains the right of the legislature
lies brought up a large number of BELGIAN STRIKERS
his post as his engine was wrecked, and the beginning of a new one," he a friend of home rule and state
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Nothing
Second vice president, Crawford four bodies in
CALL TO STRIKE the continuance of the blockade of the suffrage throughout Belgium, today re"And be it further resolved that in
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those who had amassed fortunes unview of the probable early adjourn1 Hill of the Denver Republican.
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der it have controlled the government,
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hereby,
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the argument outlined in the report cific coast to take effect last
resolutions by telegraph to the presinight, was Cnly a few days ago an ultimatum was the strikers from returning to work
ot the Democratic majority of the
dent."
general manager, Frederick Roy
unheeded apparently by the operators, sent to King Nicholas, of Montene- - until the Socialist congress can decide
St. Louis, April 23. Autopsies be- ways and means committee.
PROGRESSIVES SAY "COME."
vho had just been promised an in- - gro, by the commander of the blockad-- ; formally that the strike has come to an
"Our great responsibility," declared crease
gan today over the bodies of Mrs.
Sacramento, Calif., April 23. GoverTreasurer, J. R. Youatt.
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him that landing end.
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ton before evening in response to Charles Hopkins Clark,
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ment in a cemetery, still clings to cost of living, Mr. Underwood said: to strike.
(Conn.) Courant.
President Wilson's message.
her story that the women died of na- "A great proportion of this increase
L. C. McLean, Philadelphia
BRYAN DISCUSSES TREATIES.
tural causes. The inquest will begin was caused by the abnormally high
this afternoon set fire to the
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 23. Two
Washington, D. C, April 23. AmerTHE DAY IN
rs arc known to he dead and 72 mine.
protection given to the great manuica's relations with foreign nations
Adolph V. Ochs, New York Times, tomorrow.
The sister, Marie, had not been told facturing interests of the country unothers, it is feared, have perished in Ten bodies are reported to have
SENATE.
today that the bodies had been taken der tho Republican tariff."
the Cincinnati mine of the Mononga-hel- been taken out and 125 men are still
Not in session; meets Thursday.
fiom the house, and sho requested
Mr. Underwood admitted, however,
River Consolidated Coal and Coke in the mine. Rescue parties have been
committee
relations
that should file die, she be buried be- that the passage of the Democratic
gave company at Finleyville, near this city, repeatedly driven back by the flames.
Foreign
side them in the basement.
bill would not immediately be follow- general approval to Secretary Bryan's where a gas
Mine superintendents, pit bosses
explosion occurred this
ed by reductions in the cost of living. plan for international peace.
afternoon. The mine is on fire and re- and fire bosses from five mines in the
FEDERALS LOSE AGAIN.
HOUSE.
"Eut believe," he added, "that within
peated attempts of rescue parties to vicinity have been organized into resGeneral debate on tariff bill was enter the mine are frustrated by the cue parties. One party penetrated the
Eagle Pass, Texas, April 23. Con- a reasonable time, after the merchant
Los Anegeles. Calif., April 23. An sertions of police officers that he had stitutionalists have defeated Mexican has
disposed of tho goods bought un- opened by Democratic leader
mine from the Monongahela
river
flames.
court.
federals in a battle south of Reata, der high protective tariff tho people
hegira of prospective witnesses follow- left the jurisdiction of the
were a hundred men at work side and discovered the bodies of two
There
while they
that
said
Bixby's
attorney
receivto
of this country will find the cost of
Ceahuila, according
reports
ed the announcement that the county had not seen him either
in the mine at the time of the explo- dead miners, indicating, they reported
yesterday or ed today at Piedras Negras. Heavy living decreased."
sion.
grand jury would begin today an in- today, they were confident he "had federal
Twenty escaped by way of one that the miners further in had probLUCK
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that
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nothing
and in machine guns, ammunition and
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more than forty girls and young wothe
witnesses
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The federals the theory of founding a protective
pupplies are
bodies of the two dead men were re- afternoon to force an entrance into the
men of this city had been made the testify was E. J. Fleming, a prominent are said to hereported.
on
toward
tariff
the
difference
in cost of proretreating
mine from the Finleyville side, the
victims of millionaire white slavers.
attorney and former member of the
Butte, Mont., April 23. It is report- covered near the mouth of the mine.
with the constitutionalists in duction at home and abroad.
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at
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Chief among the missing was George district attorney's staff.
ed
that
sump
"A duty which will equalize the
pursuit.
mine must have perished in the gas escaped made their way in safety.
II. Bixby, the Long Beach millionaire Mrs. Jose Rosenberg, of the Jonquil
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trate
the gas filled entrances the exA
REPORT.
LATER
of girls. Detectives searched nearly, procurers for "the black pearl" and his
La Junta, Colo., April 23. Snow fell "protects no one, since it is more than was said that nine had been rescued
tent of the explosion cannot be deterall day yesterday and all of last night millionaire associates, was arraigned here taday and with the thermometer is needed by the most efficient pro- alive and it was believed none were
Pittsburg, Pa., April 23. An explo- mined but the
gravest fears are felt
sion in the Cincinnati mine of the
for Bixby and reported today that on one of two charges of pandering, at 36 F. fruit growers began to fear ducer and less than is needed by the dead.
for the safety of the men still
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Memfind
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pending
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they
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(Continued on page five).
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.
Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.
MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

OF

40.

The:

'Sell it richtI

S

--

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Lump

Fancy Egg

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One .Double 0 J.

LIGHT

j

--

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso' Bisbee Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Arithe Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
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I A lEJ

mUl'l jAll

leae

"

PROCESSION
OUR LINE OP
Because wc've cot
MP

SAWED WOOD
Domestic Lump

PENITENTIARY

That

Wood

oal

bakery will be equipped yith a modern
range having a capacity of 400 loaves
at one baking, and a baker, sifter and
mixer installed at a cost of $1300. All
It hns been absolutely shown (lint rest,
the operations of preparing the "stuff
fresh iiir and (tooci f00,j j,, fl(,p
NEW MEXICO
of life" are thus done by machinery.
perxons surt'crlng from Tubflreultwls. mnnj
Hut
It must be admitted thnt the disease la
The new building will be ready for ocseldom more tliun "arrested."
Something
more Is needed.
cupancy about the first of July. The
l'.'rkmnn's Alterntlve Is n medicine made
TODAY
kitchen will be supplied with the
for the treatment of Tuberculosis, It bus
eoii(iiered this disease aRain aud again.
latest
steam cookers and the ventilaOften these benefits have been printed
tion will be of the best, something
where t lie smnmmlliiKS were not ideal
yet recoveries resulted. Now we nrgua IMPROVEMENTS
that is much needed, as the present
MADE BY SUPERIN
that Kckiunn's Alterative should he used
kitchen arrangements are very poor.
In every case of Tuberculosis, in addition
to Rood, nourishing food and fresh afr,
TENDENT M MANUS.
THIS STATE The dining room will have a seating
which we all need. A remarkable case
follows:
capacity of 475. The present space ocWeldon. III.
FIRST TO ADOPT THE MERIT
(Jciillemen : Throiiprh Eckman's Altera-mill ifiistui
cupied for a dining room is in the cor
"fc J' ijjnri.f,!S,
tive I have been saved from a premature
ridors
the
of
a
cell
and
grave, tin December 14, 1(K4, I was taken
rooms,
poor
SYSTEM.
with Typhoid Pneumonia. My luncs bewe.
arrangement.
came very much affected; my sputum
was examined and Tuberculosis Hncilll
One
most
the
of
improve
important
were found. On February 21, 11105, I was
ments being made is the addition that
advised to bo to Fort Worth, Texan.
HUMANE TREATMENT AND
While there an abscess in my rlsbt lung
is being built on to the hospital. This
IN
broke and discharged. I grew worse, and
addition is two stories high, and will
became very much emaciated. My physiGOOD BUSINESS DIRECTION
cian Informed me that I must go to
have sbxwer baths on the first floor
Colorado as quickly as possible. I left
for 35 iv.cn. On the floor above there
In Canon
Texas, June 21 and arrived
3
feeble.
After being
very
City, June
To the uninitiated there is some will be a modern, well equipped operthere two weeks, my physician Informed
THE OOOEtf
me that my ease was hopeless.
WE
finish-- !
Three
thing strange and out of the ordinary ating rtoiii. This room will be
weeks later 1 returned home, weighing
103 pounds, the doctor having given we
in a visit to the state penitentiary. ed in unmel, have cement floors,
no assurance of reaching there alive.
The outside world knows little and bo dust proof, and made absolutely
I began tnklng
"On July 14. 11KI5,
Eckman's wonderful
seme of it cares loss what becomes sanitary. This Is a ste: that is very
remedy for Consumption. Today I weigh 1iH pounds. I of an
unfortunate who finds himself much needed for the treatment of sick
am stout and well and can do any kind
of work about my grain elevator. I have
behind the grim walls and convicts, and will rank with the best ALTHOUGH WE
incarcerated
KEEP AGOING WE ARE
not an ache nor pain In my lungs, eat
TO STAY. IF YOU DEAL
destined under the decree of the law ir. the stiiie. This operating room is WITH US YOU WILL BE HEliE TO STAY.HERE
well, sleep well, and never felt better."
THE WAY WE EXPECT TO
an
as
almost
will
it
important
AHTIIt'K WEHH.
adjunct,
(Sworn affidavit)
to a long confinement, and some to
IS
STAY
TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS GOOD, RELIABLE HARDWARE AND
Eckman's Alterative is effective in Bronremake some of the prisoners, in a
death within its borders.
chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
FAINTS FOR THE MONEY.
IF YOU WANT PAINTS, OILS OR VARNISH
I. ung Troubles, and In upbuilding
way, and restore them to the
the
physical
One day this week a representative useful
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
of those who are at work. COME TO US. WE KEEP THE KIND THAT DRIES QUICKLY AND
list
Ask
for
booklet
or
drugs.
of the New Mexican accepted an invi- Here
YOUR PROPERTY. OUR GOOD PAINT IS A GOOD INVESTMENT.
and teeth will
the defects of
telling of recoveries, and write to Eekman
tation to visit the penitentiary from be treated. On thiseyes
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Fa., for more evitBe
some
floor
of
dence. For sule by all leading druggists
Superintendent McManus, and was old
of the
will be remod
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
d by Zook's Pharmacy In Santa
shown about that institution. It is eled part dividedhospital
into individual rooms,
and
noticeable that Mr. McManus is not a for isolated cases. The old
14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.'
Phone 14.
hospital Phone
man given to "blowing his own horn '
COLEMAN HELD ON
ward will be converted into a school
or seeking newspaper fame for what room
;ind a library added, part of
THREE CHARGES OF
he is doing as superintendent. He has which
has already been donated by
the scribe about tho
USING WEAPON merely shown
people.
philanthropic
place, and let the latter judge for
An
economical
improvement has
himself.
installed in the engine room. It
George Coleman, whose troubles
jbeen
Passing from an inspection of the is a forced draft slack burner, guaran
were mentioned yesterday in the New
stock and a look into the enclosure teed to save 15
Mexican, was brought before Justica where
per cent of fuel. This
the hogs are being raised under
does not have to be paid for,
Garcia this morning and bound over to
apparatus
condithe
most
cleanest and
sanitary
in the regular way, the company inthe grand jury on three counts and
we entered the "pen." It was
held for the following amounts of bail: tions,
it having agreed to accept the
stalling
For flourishing a deadly weapon, Sunday and the one day of rest and, monthly saving in fuel as payment on
was
with
being accepted
the same. As the coal bill at the pen$1000; for threatening with the same, enjoyment
keenness that showed how much it is
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
$1000, and for carrying the same, $500.
itentiary for 1912 was some $16,000
enthis n'.eans a saving of $2400 per year.
Coleman has not been able, as yet, tc appreciated. In the eight acre
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporclosure the prisoners were playing The familiar and somewhat disreputgive bail and is confined in the coun Laseball
seemingly with the same de able
old wooden smoke stack
tant
ty jail. The evidence in the prellmi
looking
part. The grandfather would
light that is manifested
by other that used to greet the eye of the pasnary hearing this morning was very levers
be
amazed
at the radiance of the mod-hoof
some
the game. There are
ser fcy, when looking towards the pen
much against the accused. Carl A.
the
and
convicts
good
among
players
ern
and why all this light? To
Bishop, who was standing near the
itentiary, has disappeared and a brick
they have in the past won victories stack now takes its
Western Union telegraph office saw over
place and Insures
more homelike to make
who have been perclubs
the
home
outside
make
Coleman come out of the Peerless bar
fire.
to contest with them. What- against
room and threaten Joee A. Martinez mitted
STOCK AND GARDEN.
most
the home the
pleasant spot on earth
ever mistakes the inmates have comwith a revolver. There were several
adTito
is
which
raised
stock,
being
outfor father, mother and children. Good light
u iincccoa
irnva in 4na nlQ7a tefc. mitted against the law and society
jacent to the penitentiary, includes
tified that they saw Coleman with the I1"6' with'n the Penitentiary those who several litters of pigs of blooded stock,
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
have merits are allowed the privilege
revolver and heard the disturbance
of witnessing and participating in the in enclosures which are kept scrupudesired, e
tut were not near enough to hear what game and the amount of
clean and sanitary. Mr. Mcphysical and lously
was said. Several others testified that
Manus
stock
knows
about
something
moral good accruing from such a privthey saw the accused making threats
raising and the pork that comes from
at the Star barn, before the incident ilege is inestimable.
the state's raising will be of the finest
It is worthy of note at this juncture
happened and that Coleman was flourgrade, over $840 worth of pork being
Mexto
of
the
record
that
New,
story
and
at
it
a
fired
the
off,
ishing
pistol
fold last year. There is about forty
in
ico
to
is
state
union
first
the
the
barn. The trouble occurred Monday
acres adjacent to the penitentiary for
evening at 6:30. Q. Volney Howard adopt the merit system and to apply agricultural use, part of which, howrepresents the plaintiff, and District progressive ideas to the study of ever, cannot- at present, be made to
penalogy.
Attorney Read, the people.
yield what it should, owing to a lack of
Mr. McManus does not take the sufficient
irrigation. The garden concredit for having inaugurated the sys sists of about 25 acres, with 17 acre3
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
tem, but it is worthy of remark thatj under cultivation.
It is worth noting
under his manaiemeiit the honor sys-- i ia this connection that the property re
IENT 'as to touch the button and '
tern and the more advanced ideas of cently acquired
by the state south of
Frequent heavy showers throughout l.umane treatment of inmates has this
your stove is ready to cook your
city will be the first trial of what
the day such is the weather man's reached a more
and
a
to
practical
perfect
can
done
make
it
convicts
be
by
iron ready to use, your toasted
description of yesterday's weather in
paying investment.
Santa Fe. The range in temperature exemplification.
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuhonor system was first tried in
the
The
ready
Space will not permit' particularizwas 37 to 57 degrees; the humidity
New Mexico in 1903 and this state was ing
of
different
branches
the
um
cleaner
regarding
94
was
ready for the fray, your washer
per cent, which is rather high ahead of Colorado, Oregon, Arizona or
the work of the penitentiary. In Jan-for this dry clime. The precipitation ether
to
fan ready to cool the heatcleanse,
ready
states, some of which have not nary, 1912, the prison stable was defor the 24 hours ending at 6 a. m.
will do every thing
rooms.
ed
in
an
ef
their
enviable
gained
Electricity
place
stroyed by fire. Prison labor rebuilt
today was 0.61 of an inch of rain. The forts to
to the honor of the un it, the cost being only $1058.38. Imappeal
We
at reasonable rates,
furnish
for
it
8
you.
35
a.
m.
was
at
mercury
degrees. fortunate in their
charge. The proof provements also include rebuilding the
In other cities it was as follows:
and full infor
Estimates
and
night'
day
of Mr. McManus' ideas and treatment cil
house, coal and wood house, overAmarillo, 48; Bismark, 42; Boise, of
mation cheeerfully given.
is shown in the record of hauling the brick plant, improvements
prisoners
28; Cheyenne, 24; Dodge City, 52;
escapes for the preceding year that he on the administration building, super26; Flagstaff, 36; Grand Junc came into
office, and the time that he intendent's living rooms, guard towers,
tion, 32; Helena, 30; Kansas City, 64; has been
In 1911 rlumblng and steam fitting improveLander, 24; Los Angeles, 56; Modena, there were 42superintendent.
escapes, and during the ments, etc
24; Phoenix, 54; Portland, 36; Pueblo, first
year of the present superintendIn a word the management of the
34; Rapid City, 34; Roseburg, 32; Salt
ent's
there were only 17. state penitentiary was never in better
Lake, 30; San Francisco, 54; Santa For management
the flrBt six months of the fiscal hands than at present. 'No one can
Fe, 33; Spokane, 30; Tonopah, 32;
year there had been no realize, unless they have taken thS
penitentiary
24.
Winneinucca,
The proof of his manage- pains to visit such an institution and
escapes.
FORECAST.
ment and the answer that can be made to personally investigate it, what a
For Santa Fe and vicinity Fair to- to
any critics, is in cold figures. Mr. number of qualities are required to
and
night
Thursday, colder tonight McManus is a reader of human charPHONE 85 MAIN.
successfully and satisfactorily manage
with severe frost.
acter and his treatment of convicts is a state institution ot tne Kind. mr.
For New Mexico Tonight generally that accorded human beings. Corporal McManus is to
hdolreestaal.e
be congratulated that
fair and colder, with freezing tempera- punishment has been entirely abolish- hii
has combined not only the qualities
ture in north portion; Thursday fair, ed. Those
prisoners who are inclin of a business man in his producing reSWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
with colder in south portion.
ed, largely, through inherent ignor- sults for the taxpayers, but that he is
WOOD
LUMP
CERRILLOS
SAWED
CONDITIONS.
ance to break the rules and defy prisa course of treatment and
STEAM COAL
The center of low barometer is over on discipline are talked to first, and pursuing
CORD WOOD
care of the state's convicts, as will
southern Kansas, Oklahoma and the given a chance to understand what
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
them properly employed while
Texas panhandle this morning, with .hey can expect if they again repeat keep
and at the same
sentences,
serving
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
from eastern their actions. It is notable that in a time return them to
heavy rains reported
society to become
New Mexico, northwest Texas,. Okla majority of cases an appeal to men ot
better citizens than when they entered
homa and southwest Kansas.
Light this character results in their behav- the grey walls.
or
snow
rain
occurred over western ing. When the standard of action of
New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Wy- convicts has been brought to a higher
99
!
TO INVESTIGATE UNEMPLOYED.
oming and the Dakotas.
Westward plane by an appeal to them in the right
low23.
The
111.,
April
Springfield,
clear and cold weather prevails, with spirit, a disgrace in the way of having
er house concurred today with the
freezing temperatures in western Col to wear stripes, which is sometimes
.
Why not have
senate
in the adoption of a joint res.For Repairing of All Kinds
orado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana the case, is severe enough to prevent
Done
olution providing for appointment by
:
Upholstering
and eastern Oregon and Washington, them from
In Metal and Wood
offense.
the
repeating
the governor of a commission on nine
Reand
Conditions favor fair and cold weathThe decrease In the number of es- members to investigate "unemployer in this section, with freezing tem''GUNS, BICYCLE,
paired?
capes Mr. McManus thinks is due to ment in the state of Illinois."
perature tonight.
the removal of the continual threat of
We make Mission Furniture,
LOCK, KEY and
arms and the rewarding of the deNew Mexican Want Ads always
Shelving, Counters, 5tepiad-der- s,
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
minwhen
with
a
their
serving
parole
bring results. Try It
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
and do all kinds
This is a purely local event.
imum sentence has expired. Such a
of
repairing.
It took place in Santa Fe.
thing as "prison pallor" from close

Climate Failed;
Medicine Effective
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zona, Mexico and to
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

The

Best
West

Route

THE WEATHER

For Rates and Full Information" Address

EUGENE FOX,

POWER

-

Ib. texas.

N

1

NEW

MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,

sunshine every day. Ooea air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
"J. E. RHEA,
I. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
t

For particulars and Illustrated

cata-ogu-

address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Supt

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal

Wood

Spring is Here

"Fixit Shop

that

ri

in

1

1 1 1

in

1

1 1 1

1 1

ii

i i

1

1 1

I Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
SHORTEST LINE TO

i Denver, Colorado Springs i
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

f FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS J
THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and

the Pacific Coast.
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, 239
San Francisco Street, orat Union Depot.
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Furniture

Not in some faraway place.
confinement is unknown. Men employare asked to investigate it.
ed inside are compelled to take exer
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
cise in the open air every day that the
To confirm a citizen's sLalenient.
weather permits.
Any article that Is endorsed
at
New Mexico was the first state to
home
successfully solve the problems and
Is more worthy of confidence
the complications
that arise from
Than one you know nothing about,
working convicts on the state highEndorsed by unknown people.
ways. Armed guards have been disH. Baca, Prop, meat market,
pensed with in the road camps, with
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: a noticeable increase in the efficiency
"About two and a lalf years ago I of the road men as a consequence.
gave a public statement, telling of Competent overseers have been emmy experience with Doan's Kidney ployed who have had better discipline
Pills.
They completely rid me of over the convicts than when they were
pains in my back that had troubled presided over by hired gun men, ready
me off and on for months. When I to shoot them down like wild game.
stoopea or Drought a strain on my The' convicts have responded to work
loins, I suffered severely and there with more willingness to labor and
were various symptoms which con- with a decrease of utter abandon that
vinced me that my trouble came from possessed them under the old system.
disordered kidneys.
I finally used
All this has been brought without
Doan'g Kidney Pills and they brought any advertising throughout the coun
prompt relief. I continued
taking try, without severe criticism, without
them and It was net long before a blowing of trumpets or the mix ups
every symptom of trouble disappear- and troubles that have pursued some
ed."
other state officials In other states.
For sale by all dealers. Pries SO IMPROVEMENTS ABOUT THE PEN.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
A new building, Just back of the
New York, sole agents tor the United stone structure is being erected for a
States.
bakery, kitchen and dining room. The
You
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Foster-Mllbur-
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SCOTTISH
RITES

RHOADS
J.F.
NOVELTY WORKS.
X04

Telephone 157 W.
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SANTA FE, N. M.

128

Galisteo
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Phone (Of J

Just Try a New Mexican Want All
It you i ant aiiick returns.

MASONS,
SPRING REUNION.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
April

Round Trip Rate
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
Datesof Sale, April 19th to
22nd, inclusive.
Return Limil.April 27th,

191

J.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

Santa

S.
Fe,

LUTZ, Agent,
- - New Mexico.
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"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Units as dated.
The only perfect combination
dck and bookcatf ever mid.
Roomy, coavenknL attrac- ttve. Ve want to inow you
its adv&afeun and poeei-bilities. Cil, write of phut'
ta about it.
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THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.
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TRADE MARKMTER
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MAHAS A SICK HEADACHE

wrJom

holler so

C""

PIDn't

put

ma's
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Yrnm-

$3.10

MARK
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poration of "Mogollon Mines Company" changing the name to "Western
Mines Company."
Received for record Dec. 2(i, 1012.
A. V. 1.. GEORGE.
Recorder.
ri.no
Fee for recording, ke-I.10
g. mail
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100

you would specify

efficient,

The De Luxe Business Paper
,

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.
difference.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.

Santa
APPEAL

N. M.

un

TO AMMONS.

Denver, Colo., April 23. An appeal
ti Governor"Ammons not to sign the
state income tax bill passed by the
nineteenth general assembly Is contained in resolutions- presented to him
today by the Denver chamber of

Grand

i

i

IT USED TO BE: "UNCALLED FOR LETTERS:" IT IS

nntt iMm nnriKS.

Junction,

Colo.,

April

NOW: "UNDELIVERED TELEGRAMS."

23

State Auditor Kenehan today announced his intention of making a per"And I aint seen no messenger
sonal investigation of the books of
boy."
Mosa county officials.
A few years ago that was the "re train" from a popular song and it apt New Mexican Want Ads always ly
pictured to one's mind the man who
bring results. Try it
waited for his telegram and waited in
vain.

VOTING SCHEDULE
and Subscription Price of
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW
MEXICAN REVIEW (WEEKLY) and EL NUEVO
MEXICANO (WEEKLY) are as follows:
SECOND PERIOD.

In a Los Angeles

day appeared a list of "Undelivered
Telegrams" and it was a formidable
list indeed. Heretofore the public
a
was accustomed to seeing, once
month, a list of "uncalled for letters"
which were to be advertised, then held
for thirty days and then sent to the
paper the other "Dead Letter" office. But an "uiv

DAN CUPID IS THE

THOUGHTLESS FELLOW!
"He must like lemon in his tea, eat
ice cream with a fork and must wear
Ms clothes like John Drew."
That was the ideal she described
a year ago. Today Miss Cilbert is
walking happily up to the chancel rail
with her ideal; a man who is almost
of wholly different from the one she de-

New York, April 23. Here's the
most beautiful society belle in the
"four hundred" and the "ideal" Dan
Cupid picked for her and whom she
will marry today.
She is Miss Lila Brockaw Gilbert,

the $15,000,000 heiress.
From April 21st to May 3rd inclusive, the following votes will be issued
He is Howard Pierce Renshaw
on subscriptions :
Troy, New York.
NEW MEXICAN.
Ever since her debut Miss Gilbert
Votes
Price
to
Old or has been an idealist. A year ago,
Mail Carrier New some friends, she laughingly confided
of an ideal man, whom
3,000 her conception
3 Months
$ 1.25 $ 1.50
announced she would marry some
3.00
2.50
8,000 she
6 Months
1 Year
6.00
5.00
20,000 day.
'He must be six feet tall and fond
12 00
2 Years
50,000
10,00
be smooth-shave30.00
25.00
5 Years
150,000 cf athletics. He must
a brunet and a good rider. He
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
must be fond of animals; have a firm
Votes jaw, be an Episcopalian, a Republican
Price
Old or and a money maker," she said.
"He must have thick, curly hair over
New
Mail
in it; a
2,500 his left ear, with no red
$ 1.00
intelligent,
2 Years
2.00
7,500 straight nose, large and
5 Years .
5.00
20,000 but not soulful eyes, and he must have
decided ideas about raising pigs and
poultry.

VOTE COUPON

scribed.
He is fond of outdoor sports, horses
and motoring, but otherwise it is declared he does not meet with one of
the rules set down by his fiancee a
year ago.
So much for the plans of mere maid
when little Dan Cupid gets busy with

his arrows.
Miss Gilbert's father was Harry
Bramhall Gilbert, who died at
France, in 1911, ieaving her his
fortune.
Renshaw is 31, the son of Richard
Renshaw, wealthy manufacturer and
of the late
inventor; a grandson
Commodore Price, U. S. N. The young
Renshaw's aunt is the mother of the
Duke of Marlborough.

THE
REALITY

--

The Santa Fe New Mexican's

Mb

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
100 VOTES
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
Address

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes,
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.

m jm-- .

(,4

Nomination
Blank
The Santa Fe New Mexican's
$5,000.00

--

-

Miss,

$5,000.00

hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for

Mr. or Mrs
'.

Address..
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
contest.
prize

Yet some of these telegraphic messages are detained for hours, days and
even weeks because they are "uncalled for."
AT THE POSTAL.
"It is not often that we have uncalled for telegrams in this city,"
said Manager E. J. DeArcy of the Postal Telegraph company. "People who
are expecting dispatches usually call
around at the office not once but sevThe operator is
eral times a day.
soon informed what iB awaited. But
occasionally a telegram arrives for a
'show man' who doesn't 'show' up.
This message may find its way into
the 'uncalled for' list."
AT THE WESTERN UNION.
"We have three 'uncalled for messages' right now," said Manager Bergen of the Western Union company.
"They are addressed to;
"Miguel Gonzales,
"Col. R. E. Twitchell,
"J. W. Collier.
"I presume these gentlemen will
call for these telegrams but we can
not deliver them if they do not come

town.
"When a dispatch arrives with merely the name of the addressee and the
city we do all we can to locate the
person at hotels and generally meet
with success. If with failure the telegram is held a month and then destroyed."
to

A

LAW SUIT.

Tele"Undelivered
The subject
grams" recalls an interesting law suit
which was staged in Santa Fe a

couple

of years

ago.

A man

was

awaiting notification as to appointment to a government job. He wait
ed and he waited. He hummed:
"I ain't seen no messenger boy,"
and finally in despair accepted another position. Later on he received
his belated message telling him he

was appointed.
But it was too late
to take the job though not too late to
sue the telegraph company for a comfortable amount of damages.
The evidence showed that the mes
sage had been sent to the hotel at
which he had been staying and that it
had remained there, the government
job seeker having previously moved
to a street address and had notified
the telegraph company to that effect.
The court awarded him $500 damages.
The company took an appeal.
The amount of business now trans
acted by telegraph
since the introduction of night letters and day let
ters is said to be stupendous.
The
telegraph messenger boy, scarcely 14
years of age, often carries in his
hands history making documents.

dorsement thereon, as same appears
on file and of record in the office of the
State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the Chairman and Clerk of said Commission
have hereunto set their hands and affixed the seal of said Commission, at
the City of Santa Fe, on this Nineteenth day of April, A. D. 1913.

-

This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly filled In and mailed or delivered to the contest department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
as 6,000 votes for the candidate nominated. Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves In
this contest Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send In today.
ONLY ONE NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.

tion.

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
State of New Mexico,
Certificate of Comparison.
I'nited States of America, )
)ss.
State of New Mexico. )
It Is Hereby Certified, that the an
r.exed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the Certified Copy of
Amendment to Certificate of Incorporation of Mogollon Mines Company
changing the name to Western Mines
Company, (No. 7522); with the en-

PBIZB OOITTEST

I

called for telegram list" almost takes
one's breath away, in these days when
even the dashing trains do not move
fust enough for twentieth century civilization, and which have required the
instantaneous method of communica-

(SEAL.)

.

HUGH H. WILLIAMS,

Chairman.
Miss Lila B. Gilbert, daughter of Mrs H. Bramhall Gilbert, 40 West 57th
street, New York, and her fiance, Howard Price Renshaw, photographed at
Palm Beach, Fla.

Attest:

EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
Certified Copy.
Amendment to Certificate of Incor- -

S

Recorder.

WESTERN MINES COMPANY.
WESTERN MINES COMPANY, a
Delaware Corporation formerly named
wmcn
.Vogollou Mines Company, and
the prohas heretofore complied
visions of the foreign corporation laws
oi the State of New Mexico, lK'reby
certifies as follows:
of change of
1st, By certificate
name filed in the office of the Secretary of State, of Delaware on the 21st
day of Dec, 1912, a certified copy oi
which is attached hereto, its name was
changed from Mogollon Mines Company to WESTERN MINES COMPANY.
2nd. Its registered office In the
State of New Mexico is at Santa Fe.
3rd. The name of the agent in the
said office and in charge thereof, upon
whom nrocess may be served, 18
Francis C. Wilson.
WESTERN MINES COMPANY has
caused this certificate to be signed bjC
its president and its corporate seal to
be hereto attached, the lltU day ct
April, 1913.
WESTERN MINES COMPANY.
W. S. HARPER,
President.
(Seal.)
Attest: JOHN D. CLARKE, Secret-

'

Paid.
Certificate of Amendment to Certifi
cate of Incorporation.
(Change of Name.)
The certificate of the MOGOLLON
MINES COMPANY of the vote of the
stockholders of said company upon the
amendment of its Certificate of Incorporation, made under Ihe statutes of
the State of Delaware in that behalf.
The Mogollon Mines Company, a
slock corporation existing under the
laws of the State of Delaware, Hereby
Certifies as follows :
FIRST: That it appears by ill's
duplicate certificate of John F. Jacobs
and Arthur Costello the judges who
were duly appointed by the meeting of
the stockholders of the said company,
duly held on December 10th, lViJ,
and
(all requirements of the
Laws of the State of Delaware as to
notice and the purpose thereof having
been duly waived in writing by all the
stockholders of the company) to conduct the vote of the stockholders of ary.ENDORSED: Foreign.
the company for and against the proNo. 7522.
posed amendment to the Certificate of
Cor. Rec'd Vol C Page 211, Certified
Incorporation of said company, that
of
the persons holding all the stock of Copy of Amendment to CertificateComMines
of
Mogollon
Incorporation
of
in
voted
favor
this company have
pany, changing the namo to WEST
said amendment.
ERN MINES COMPANY, organized
Second: That attached hereto and
under the laws of the State of Delamarked "Exhibit A" is a true copy of ware.
the said amendment to the Certificate
Filed in office of State Corporation
ct Incorporation of this company, as
Commission, Apr. 19, 1913; 9:10 a. m.
the same was adopted at the stockEDWIN F. COARD,
holders' meeting as aforesaid.
Clerk.
THIRD: That also attached hereto
E. D. C. to J. J. O.
Compared
and marked "Exhibit B" is one ot the STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
duplicate certificates made by said
)ss.
)
judge of the stockholders' vote at said
County of Santa Fe.
stockholders' meeting for and against
I hereby certify that this Instrument
said amendment.
was filed for record on the 21st day of
That the persons hold- April, A. D. 1913, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
FOURTH:
ing the entire outstanding capital and was duly recorded in Book 2 of
1,500 the records of Corp'n page 40, this
stock of this company,
shares, voted at said stockholders' 21st day of April A. D., 1913.
Witness my hand and seal of office.
meeting in favor of the said amendM. A. ORTIZ,
ment.
(SEAL.)
County Clerk, Santa Fe Co., X. M.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said
V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
MOGOLLON MINES COMPANY hath
made under ils corporate seal and the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
hand of WALLER S. HARPER, its
president, and the hand of JOHN D.
CLARKE, its secretary, the foregoing Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877.
Department of the Interior, Vnlted
certificate; and the said president and
Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
States
hereunto
have
respectively
secretary
set their hands and caused the corpor- April 9, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that the
ate Beal of said company to be here
claimant has filed notice
unto affixed, this 10th day of Decem- wing-named
of his intention to make final proof la
ber, 1912.
MOGOLLON MINES COMPANY,
support ot his claim under Sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
By Walter S. Harper,
President. (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
(Corporate Seal.)
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
John D. Clarke,
Secretary. 470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
STATE OF NEW YORK, )
SB
N Wl-4- ,
NW
M., for the S
)ss.
NW
NE
NW
NW
County of New York. )
NW
NE
SW
NW
BE IT REMEMBERED that on this NW
N
NW
W
SE
NE
ICth day of December, 1912, I, John F.
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., K.
NW
NE
Jacobs, a Notary Public for the State
SW
SW
SE
of New York, do hereby certify that t W., and S
SE
SW 4 SW
SE
WALLER S. HARPER, the president NE
SE
SW
SW
SW
oi' the Mogollon Mines Company, per- NE
SW
W
NE
SE
sonally known to me to be such, duly SE
SW
NW
NE
SE
executed the foregoing certificate with SW
N
S
NW
SE
S
"Exhibit A" and "Exhibit B" thereto SE
SW.
NE
.NW
SE
SE
attached, before me, and that the
Sec. 34, T. 22 N.,
SE
NW
said Waller S. Harper, president as
aforesaid, duly acknowledged that the R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
signatures of the said president and
the said secretary ot said company to to prove his actual continuous adverse
said certificates appended are in the possession of said tract for twenty
handwriting of the president and sec- years next preceding the survey of
retary of said company respectively, the township, viz:
and that the corporate seal to said cerJ. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilarlo
tificate affixed is the common and cor- Lucero, of Cuba, N. M. ; Onofre Uarcia,
porate seal of said company, and that of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales, ot
the same was duly affixed by the au- La.Iara, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
thority of the stockholders of said
company.
against the allowance of said proof, or
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have who knows of any substantial reason
hereunto set my hand and seal of of- under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
fice, the day and year aforesaid.
JOHN P. JACOBS. should not be allowed will be given an
(Notarial Seal.)
Notary Public, Kings County. opportunity at the
the
Certificate filed in New York County time and place to
No. IS. New York register No. 3040. witness of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
EXHIBIT "A."
Amendment to the Certificate of In- by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
corporation of MOGOLLON MINES
By-La-

Water-Mar-

(Fac-Simi-

dav of Dec. A. D., 191
Witness my hand and official seal.
A. V. L. GEORGE,
(Official Seal.)
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cross-examin- e

Register.

COMPANY.

The amendment to the Certificate of
of the MOGOLLON
Incorporation
MINES COMPANY (a corporatin existing under the laws of the State of
Delaware, by virtue of a Certificate of
Incorporation obtained in conformity
with the provisions of an Act of the
General Assembly of the State of Del
An Act Providing a
aware, entitled
General Corporation Law," approved
March 10, 1899, and the acts amen
and supplemental
datory thereof,
thereto, which said Certificate of In
corporation was filed in the office of
the Secretary of State on Januray 8,
1912, at 1 o'clock p. in., and recorded
in the Recorder's office at Wilmington,
on January 8, 1912, in Certificate of Incorporation Record G., Vol. 4, Page
407, &c) is amended by changing the
name of said company from "Mogollon
Mines Company" to the name "Western Mines Company."
STATE OF DELAWARE,
Office of the Secretary of State.
I. Charles S. Richards, Secretary
of State of the State of Delaware, do
hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of
Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation of the "MOGOL
LON MINES COMPANY," as received
and filed in this office the twenty-firs- t
day of December, A. D. 1912, at 11
o'clock a. m.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and official seal, at
Dover, this twenty-firs- t
day of Decem
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twelve.
CHARLES S. RICHARDS,
(State Seal.)
Secretary of State.
ENDORSED:
STATE OF DELAWARE,
NEW CASTLE COUNTY.
RECORDED In the Recorder's office
at Wilmington, in Incorporation Record, U, Vol. 4 Page 305, &c, the 26

It will not pay you to waste your
forma
time writing out your legal
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing Company.

The Modern Garage
Phones Main

34

&63W

KEPT CLEAN
835 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
BROWN & PARSONS, PROPRIETORS
CARS

STORED

AND

HE!

3j3dalias
Mystic Shriners
May 12 to 15, 1913

$33.60

Round Trip From Santa Fe
Dates of Sale, May

61fi

to 9th

Return Limit, May 25th,

191 J.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

For further particulars call

on or
H.

address

S. LUTZ, Aft., Santa Fe, N.M.
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BLOODLESS VICTORY.

j

WIN U. S. GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP,

TO

Ik

TO TOLEDO, GOES TO PRACTICE

HAROLD WEBER, WHO TOOK GAME
ON FAMOUS

ST. ANDREWS LINKS.

Whenever Toledo, 0., Is mentioned
In golf circles, the followers of the ancient game meaning the real dyed
look at the speaker and
murmur, "Oh, yes, that's "Weber's
town."

or on the Hackensack
Wyoming
marsh. Anyhow that's what they allege. Maybe it is pose.
But seriously, Harold Weber is To-

BASEBALL.

ledo's only golfer of class. He took
regolf to Toledo from Florida as the
with
Flagter-lanin
of
sult
wintering
his parents, at the time when golf in
this country was in swaddling clothes.

Chicago
New

i;

II

h

1

--

I, !

J

..

.1

Washington
Cleveland
Chicags
Detroit
St. Louis
Boston
New York

St.

Joseph
Des Moines
Topeka

City

Wichita

for their

10

round bout here on May

The boys are to make 158 pounds
at 6 o'clock the evening of the fight.
2.

OUR EXACT ARTIST.
(Contributed.)
The game which was played last
Sunday between the Elks and White
Sox but which was not decided, will be
played over again next Sunday afternoon; to decide who waB entitled to it.
It has been very much regretted that
the game was not decided as it was
very close and interesting. No doub
next Sunday the game will be more in
teresting and exciting as both teams
have more practice and will be in better shape. All that we desire now is
that the weather man be kind enough
to give us a warm day, an ideal baseball day so that the crowd will not
have to be freezing while watching
such an interesting game. The Elks'
players deserve much credit for the
good game they played as it was their
lirst game of the season. They played
form which made
almost in
a hit with the crowd. Monday morning all the players on both teams had
sere arms and lame shoulders on account of being early in the season and
having played in the rain and cold,
He carried things with a high hand.
it you don't believe it Just ask Howard
will
He
Moore how he felt Monday.
tell you what it is to play the first CALIFORNIA SENDS ATHLETES.
Berkeley, Calif., April 23. Ten athgame of the season in cold weather
and rain. The Elks are not at all letes from the university of California,
blamed for leaving the grounds Sun-- will enter the track and field meet to
in' the Harvard Btadium on
day as most of them understood that be held
31.
California
undergraduates
only seven innings were to be played. May
The Elks are all gentlemen and clean today subscribed $1,500 to send the
tall players, and they would never do team east.
Among the men selected for places
a single thing which would hurt the
holder
national game, and while in their on the team is Earl Shattuck,record of
of new world intercollegiate
"else
will
anybody
prevent
power they
175 feet 10 inches in the hammer
from doing it, as baseball is the real
throw.
should
American game, and it always
be protected and played in a clean
AT A MUDDY CROSSING.

JOHNSON LOSES HIS
NECKLACE AND ALSO
SUM OF $1,000
Chicago, 111., April 23. Jack Johnson, negro pugilist, was fined $1000 by
Judge Carpenter in the United. States
district court today after charges of
smuggling a $2000 necklace had been
dropped and the heavy weight champion had pleaded nolle contendere to
charges of concealing from federal of- ficials the fact that he had the jewelry
in his possession.
The necklace was
declared forfeited to the government
and probably will be sold at auction.
The action winds up the lesser of
two cases which the federal authorities have against Johnson. He is still
tc come to trial on an indictment
charging violation of the Mann law.
The necklace was brought into this
country when the pugilist and his first
white wife, who afterwards committed suicide, returned from an Euro
pean tour.
INTERRUPTED

REVERIE.

Pet.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Pittsburg at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Detroit at Chicago.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
New York at Philadelphia.
Boston at Washington.
ASSOCIATION.
No games scheduled.

0
4

10

Brooklyn
Boston

2

.

Itucker and Miller; Hess

!

and

vogt.
At St.

rouis-Pittsbur-

.

St. Louis

.

gh

1
3

. .

...

Hendrix and Kelly; Steele and

3
2

2

2

Win- -

go- -

At

Cincinnati

.'
5 9 2
Chicago
5 9 0
Cincinnati
Pierce, Lavender, Cheney and Archer; Works, Johnson and Smith and
Clarke.
(Game called at end of 9th
to allow Cincinnati to catch train.

At Washington-Bos- ton
0 2
a 10

-i

1
n

wasmiigiuu
Coll ns and Carrisau: Johnson and
Aiusmith.
At
New

Philadelphia
York
Philadelphia
Keating and Williams;
trell and Thomas.

4

0

Bush,

PUGILISTS IN TRAINING.
pany.
soon quit.
Colo., April 23. Jimmy a bluestocking."
"Hans appeared to be all right until
"Well, she may be a college gradu
Clabby, of Milwaukee, who reached
New Mexican "Want
Denver yesterday and Eddie McGoor-t- y ate all right, but shes wearing green a day or two ago," said Clarke. "I
fear the cartilage in his knee has bring results. Try It.
of Oshkosh began training today ones today."

U
3
Cot- -

Denver,

ESSANA- Y-"

Bill

Broncho
PATHE

--

BIOGRAPH

i

Ads

PEOPLE (N OHIO

What, can't you wait for
your pay until you take me home?
Taxicabby I'm asking you while
you've got money on you this is a.
church bazaar you're going into.
ing doing along that line."
The office of the international is
in New Orleans, 801 Decatur Btreet
The list of officers is: President, C.
Jef Davis; vice president, H. H. Hill;
financial secretary and treasurer, Pe
ter M. Wynhoven;
recording secretary, J. Raymond Fredericks; conductor, H. B. Kenny; grand warden, C.
W. Trenary, and national organizer,
Robert Gilluspia

Delicious Hot Chocolate.
October's chilly days suggest Mmethlait
.
warm for the inner man.
w're readv.
We're serving hot chocolate made from
cnuicc proaaci ; noted ror
Its purity, excellence and
dellclonsness of flavor.
We don't know of any other atore
chocolate too
that semi
erpensire, perhaps. It 'a different at OURS
there's nothing too good for our patrons.

2y2r

1

H- w-

j

always

H U VLE R 3 always fresh. If you're
of "ho city, we'll express it to you.

tit,
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ELKS' THEATRE

1

"Queer Elopement"

)

Favorites,

FAMOUS!

THE

Williams

Jubilee
Singers
'An Entire New Pro- gram This Year

1

Prices 50c, 75c &$ 1.00

: Seats

Prices, lO and 15 Cents.

j

on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store,
Z
z
Thursday, April 24th.
TlllllllllllMIIMHIIIIIIIIIlnilll
I llllllllllMlltlllllllllllll

Increases His

Territory On

A
'

Motorcycle

D. S. Schuler, a plasterer of
Dorrance, Kansas, lost a lot of
time going from one job to another before he bought a motorcycle.
And his work was limited to
that town.
Now with
a motorcycle
the time he formerly wasted he
puts in on other jobs scattered
over the entire country.
Above all HE DOUBLED
HIS INCOME.
Tradesmen!
A motorcycle
will do the same for you.
Let us show you how and
why.
Come In or write for details.
Under our easy payment plan,
'
your motorcycle will practically
itself
for
while
pay
being used.

Overhead Valve Motors
Model L

h. p. chain drive
Model M 5 h. p. chain drive
Model K me i h. p. beltdrive....
Model H lisht weight, belt drive
; . Magneto Equipped.

Pope

Bicycles-Repair- ing

1230.00
tJIS.OO
ElCO.OO

$166.00

4 Supplies

PASH BROTHERS,
3VEOTOE,-C"y"CIjE!E,-

"2"

I 27 San Frmclici St., Santa Ft,

DRAMA

DOUBLE

j

DON'T MISS THIS TREAT

POPE MOTOR CYCLES

COMEDY

i

Return of Last Year's

MUTT AND JEFF

"Look Not Upon the Wine"

!

26th.

Saturday, April

IN HER "HOUGHTS.

SEIZES PUPILS'

Daughter

PC.

Served with dainty, crisp crackers.

"No, Mr, Spoonings, I can never be
your bride. You are not the man of
my dreams.
"Oh, you want a fairy prince, or

BALL; NOW DEFIES CITY.
23.
A
Pa., April
"Williamsport,
unique controversy has arisen between
pupils of Jackson public school and
Mrs. James Ebert, whose house is
across the street from the school
building, because the woman refuses
to give up a basketball dropped accidentally on her lawn several days ago
by one of the pupils.
the
MONSIGNEUR
MISURCICA,
The ball was purchased with a fund
raised by the pupils and was a part of newly appointed secretary of the papal
the playground equipment When one legation at Washington.

and the Squatter's
Weekly No. 8

PIPING HOT
FOR

A

CUPFUL

Cincinnati, April 23. Residents of
Brown and Clermont counties are
greatly exercised over the black rain
there, and samples of the black rain
water have been sent to the Ohio
State university and Oberlin college
for analysis. The rain fell during the
night, and when the residents of those
counties awoke in the morning they
found that there was black water in
all. of the streams and ditches. Buckets and other receptacles which had
been left in exposed places were found
to contain water of inky blackness.
In one or two instances tin cups hanging upon walls were found partially
filled with the black water
The entire section of the country
is greatly stirred up over the strange
occurrence, and so great is the anx- iety to ascertain the reason for the
"What are you thing of, dear?'
remarkable appearance of the rain
"Oh, nothing much."
that a delegation of citizens called
"Tut, tut, I had hoped you
upon Weather Forecaster Devereaux thinking of me."
"I was."
yesterday to learn from him if such
a thing as "black" rain had ever been
heard of and the cause. Investigation
NEW PAPAL OFFICIAL
revealed the fact that black, yellow
and golden rain and snow have been
FOR AMERICA.
rarely reported, and that in 1879 an
instance of the fall of yellow rain had
been reported in the south. Investi
gation is said to have revealed that
the color of the water was due to pollen from pine trees.
The delegation brought with it a
sample of sediment which had formed
on the bank of one of the creeks in
Clermont oounty.
The sample was
taken to Dr. Hart, chief of the gov
ernment pure food and drug laboratory here, and, after making an analysis, he stated that it appeared to be
soil humus.
WOMAN

r

Patron

BLACK RAIN SCORES

De- -

Wf

lila- c-'

worker has taken his place. The ancient love for wandering and rambling
remains with us, but we want to work j
las we see and study the country.
"At our international convention in
New Orleans we adopted a set of resolutions that have been sent to Pres- I
ident Wilson. We hoboes want the
president to lend his influence toward
legislation for an eight-hou- r
day, the
minimum wage law. the abolishment
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
"Why don't you do something useful cf the vagrancy act, a free employ- At New York
be of some benefit to the world?
ment bureau in postoffices and the I
Philadelphia .
I give employment to initiative and referendum.
I do!
"Why,
10
New York
several deserving men."
"Hoboes are not Socialists.
At the
and Dooin;
Brennan, Chalmers
"Name them."
James E.
international
convention
Mathewson and Meyers.
"Collectors."
Howe, the millionaire hobo, tried to !
put over a lot of Socialism and other"
At Boston
isms and we chucked him out. Noth-

At Chicago-Detro- it
Suburbanite: Ah, there is the dear
.... 1
. ...
little bungalow. Nothing can throw
.... 2
a spell of peace and contetment over Chicago .
White and
Hall and
the returning wanderer than the first
Stanage;
glimpse of his beloveded home nest. Easterly.
Even the hearth is blazing a cheery
At Cleveland- - ,
welcome
Great Caesar, that reminds
2 9 3
me we are nearly out of coal and I St. Louis
6 12 3
,
Cleveland
forgot to order some!
Weilman and Alexander; Falken- HANS WAGNER IS DONE.
berg and Carisch.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 23. Manager
MADEROS GO TO NEW YORK.
Fred Clarke, of the Pirates, went to
ounestown. Ohio, tonicht with Hans
Galveston, Texas, April 23. Alfon
Wagner, who must undergo another
operation of his sore knee. This means 'so, Emilio and Gabriel Madero, broth
the Dutchman won't play in the opener ers of former President Maaero oi
"
here tomorrow, nor is it likely he will Mexico, arrived here from San An3?
J
be seen for a week at least. The crip- tonio last night with their families
New
pling of Wagner is discouraging to and will sail this afternoon for
Clarke. The mighty Hans is needed York.
tc steady the infield and to clout out
It will not pay you to watte your
hits that bring in runs.
form
He was very lame today and was time writing out your legal
Wag- when you can get them already print"There goes Miss Sanskrit.
They unable to continue practicing.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
say she's a college graduate and quite ner limped about the short field, but

LKS' THE ATI

NOT TOO PARTICULAR.

something?"
"Well just so he has a title."

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

To Night

New York, April 23. In the sad,
bad, glad, good old days, the hoboes
stirred themselves from Bowery lodging houses at the first whiff of vernal breezes, took the open road westward equipped with a tomato can and
unfailing optimism and let the future
take care of itself.' But times have
changed.
The hoboes of today are all aflut
ter with the uplift spirit. Today there
came C. W. Trenary, with news of
the organization here of a local union
of the International Itinerant Workers'
Union, Hoboes of America.
Trenary
is the grand warden of the international.
"The old
"Listen," said Trenary.
time hobo has passed. The itinerant

"The entertainment drew a large
house, and although the program was
long, they held the keenest attention
of the entire audience to the very last
number, and although there were seventeen numbers on the program every
one drew an encore and some of
them as many as three or four.
"I want to say that I believe this
entertainment proved to be the best
of any concert that we have ever given by our association." D. E. Luther,
General Secretary, Los Angeles Y. M.

C. A.
.800
most
These
and
entertaining
.800 finished singers-wil- l
appear in Santa
.800 Fe
next Saturday night. The seats
.500 are on sale
at Fischer's drug store to.400 morrow
morning.
.400
.333
A BENEFACTOR.
.000

1
1
1

4
4
4
3
2
2
2
0

Omaha
Lincoln
Denver

HAROLD WEBER.

.857
.833
.636
.500
.455
.417
.333
.125

LEAGUE.
Won. Lost.

WESTERN
Club.

Sioux

Pet.

6
5
7
6
5
5
3
1

Philadelphia

this being spring-We- ber
resigned from the business in
which he had been associated with his
brothers and went to Florida. He
golfed daily at Pinehurst, and when
the resorters nocked north, packed
his kit and hied himself to Scotland.
For the next few months Weber
will devote himself to the game on
the St. Andrews links, under the eye
of one of the most famous professionals in the land where the game originated. He hopes to improve his game
so he can return in time for the next
to
national championship, qualified
before.
never
as
the
title
battle for

manner.
Manager Dan Ortiz, of the White
Sox, who is an Elk and although in
charge of the White Sox, is very much
interested inthe local Elks' team and
is helping to boost it and try to make
it the best Elks' team in the southwest The managers of both teams are
leaving no stones unturned in trying
to make Sunday's game a success and
no doubt a very large crowd will witness the contest. The tickets have
been going very fast which indicates
that great interest is being taken by
the local fans in the game. Everybody
Should get his tickets early and avoid
the rush at the gate Sunday. Tickets
fium Managers
can be purchased
Keefe and Ortiz, and also at the Elks'
club, the drug stores, most of the saloons and some of the players also are
selling them.

. .

THE JUBILEES ARE
FINE ENTERTAINERS

.800
.778
"Williams' Jubilee Singers gave
.700
.625 their unique entertainment at Temple
.429 Auditorirm, under the auspices of our
.333 association on
Saturday
evening,
.143 March 2."th, which proved a great suc
.125 cess in every way.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won. Lost.
Club.

Last winter

i

York

Brooklyn
St. Louis
Boston
Cincinnati

DELAYS ARE DANGEROUS.

HOBOES WANT AN
EIGHT HOUR LAW

too!"

Pet.

3
7
7
5
3
3
1

Philadelphia
Pittsburg

He has played in big tournaments,
including the national amateur several times. His closest approach to
winning the envied title was when
he went to the semi finals at Chicago.
Weber's ambition is to win a naHe has started
tional championship.
out to realize this as no amateur in
this or any other country ever dreamed of.

ELKS US. WHITE SOX
AGAIN SUNDAY

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
"Won. Lost.

Club.

d

:.

He can
but when
he bends toward the left he is halted
by sharp pains. 1 hope the big fellow
will be back In the game soon. And
when he does come back it will ',e a
sorry day for some --pitchers, for in
practice he is hitting harder and
farther than ever before."
The possibility of the permanent retirement of Wagner has the Pittsburgh
fans just about as badly worried is
C'iarke is.
The operation tomorrow
nftiy fix him up temporarily, but it is
of place again.
slipped
move forward or to his right,

will
ftared the Flying Dutchman
never be able to get wholly rid of the
"Foolfd th' confidence men, that
bad knee.
Got by them at th'
time, by heck!
depot by jumpin' inter a taxicab an'
ridin' up Ijwn. Only cost me $711.88,

It it wasn't for Harold Weber they
wouldn't know whether Toledo wns in

3--

out

of the children dropped the ball and
it rolled across the Ebert lawn, the
woman quickly grabbed it and tied into the house.
The school principal, city superintendent of schools and police officers
have failed to conciliate her. .Mrs,
Ebert has attempted to have the pupils arrested for trespassing on her
property, but the city alderman will
not Issue warrants in the case.

1913.

23,

mi

M.

M.

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

far.'

it Ji

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,900 00
Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.
J. B. LAMY,
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W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
Vice-Preside-

New York, April 23. Curtailment
of buying power, owing to reduction
ot the shori interest, enused the mar
ket to waver for a time today, but
an little evidence of effective pressure
appeared, operations on the long side
were begun later on a moderate scale.
Developments at Washington in connection with the California alien land
bills, tariff adjustment and proposals
for currency legislation were awaited,
and pending the receipt of further in
formation, traders did not desire to
commit themselves heavily on either
side of the market.
Further talk of a reduction in the
New Haven dividend and the attacks
on the company's management during
the Boston hearing led to further selling of the stock, whicli dropped to
the lowest point on record since the
formation of the present system.
Bonds were irregular.
Display of strength by Reading,
which gained a point,
imparted a
firmer tone to other active shares.
Advances were mostly
trivial
and
speculation ouieted considerably when
the immediate demand had been sat

Very Large Display of

PERSONALS

BEAUTIFUL

(Owing to the great Interest manl
In the Personal Column,
the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications 6ent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

inmr nriinasm
AUULI-

fested

Our Prices Are Much
THE LOWEST.
MRS. W. LINDIIARDTi
125 Palace Ave

E. It. Paul has returned
from a
short business trip to Albuquerque.
SI. A. Ross, the well known lumber
man of Albuquerque is here on busi- -

&tLIM

MOST REMARKABLE
BARGAINS IN

nrtw

nnono

an

UHT

(iUUUj

UU.

Ladies' Collars

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or Low
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.

25c to $2.48

Prices from

j

j

CONFERENCE

IN

DENVER.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

ness.

PHONG 180.

Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Wales, tourists
of Pittsburg. Pa., are registered at the conference institute conductors and
De Vargas.
instructors of Colorado is being held
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND RliST CONTENT.
Captain Fred Fornoff has returned here today. An address of welcome
from Estancia where lie has been at was delivered this morning by Gov- Is modern.
ernor Amnions.
tending court.
Js well located.
C. C. Murray, of Chicago, receiver
Js close in.
for tlie New Mexico Central railroad,
ACTOR WITHDRAWS SUIT.
Is in a good neighborhood.
is expected here on Saturday.
Denver, Colo., April 23. Thomas D.
Is a home.
$
Superintendent White will attend Richards, an actor, today dismissed
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonable
Martha
Miner
his
divorce
suit
against
the teachers' meeting at C'lovis, Curprice.
Richards, a Denver singer. Richards
ry county, which will begin May 1.
filed tlie divorce suit after Mrs. Richthe
If
of
cattle
Martin,
Harry
you contemplate purchase of a home and want to secure "your
sanitary
suit
board of this state is in town, coming ards had filed an alienation
isfied.
See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
money's worth" it will pay you to inquire at once of
Pressure against
the Harriman up from his home near Silver City last against Lulu Claser, the actress for
Most Desirable Residence Sections of-- the City.
$25,000.
group caused the list to sell off late in evening.
V. E. GrifTI n, cashier of the V. S.
the day. Reading lost ils advance and
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
some other shares sagged until yester- Bank and Trust company, is on the TARIFF DEBATE BEGINS
THE
'N
HOUSE.
sick
with
bad
a
list,
being
annoyed
days closing.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, IIAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
Better tones of some of the newly cold.
from
(Continued
page one).
Moated bonds was offset by weakness
Arthur Seligman, president of the
Santa Fe club and former mayor of
in old established issues.
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
efficient producer. You Republi-illness- .
The market closed steady. Having Santa Fe, is out again alter a slight
calls cannot write a successful tariff
ventures
small
both
several
made
A
Phone, 189 J.
bill on that basis and the proof of it is
H. A. Coomer, who outside of his
ways during the day to the extent of
never
have."
you
half a point or so, traders left the mar- railroad duties takes an interest in
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco St., :
The Democrats applauded.
ket severely alone in the final hour, ranching, was in Estancia yesterday,
DISHES
run by electricity or alcohol ? I haveafine
"I
Mr.
Underwood
don't, contend,"
'i'lie list showed an inclination to re- looking after his farm near that, place,
of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-graassortment
H
continued, "in this bill we have been
cover from the most recent swing
Superintendent H. F. Coggesliall of able to
dishes, on which you can cook a
chafing
out
full
one
with
swoop
wipe
downwards, but there was very little the Indian school has been up to San
and
the
which will make a cup
meal,
and
of
the
rank
percolators
injustices
iniquities
demand to carry the movement for- Juan pueblo on business and will re- of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
favoritism you Republicans have en- ward, and speculations was practically turn this evening.
on the body politic for the
J. S. Harlan, C. M. Harlan, S. O. grafted
deadlocked when the session ended,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
'last decade. But we have played fav-- i
H. C. VONTZ,
riC.Vr
s
D.
sTi"
s9
it
shrldu then
tit
Harlan, Martin Johnson,
Kovray orites with no one. We have had no
all of Albuquerque, are here on busi
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
ness. They are stopping at the De favored manufacturers dictating our
NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS
rates.
MEET IN WASHINGTON
Vargas.
'
NOT WITH AN AXE.
Archdeacon W. 10. Warren, of the
TO "TALK SHOP."
"But we have not gone at this tariff
Alin
who
resides
Episcopal church,
with an axe. There are many indusis in the city, greeting his
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best President Baker Says Paper Commit- buquerque,
tries that have been built entirely uptee Will See Results of Long Fight many friends here, and is the guest on the basis of your protective
system
VV. A. WILLIAMS,
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
of Rev. Leonidas Smith, of the Church
Expressed in Underwood Bill.
and wherever it has been possible
of the Holy Faith.
witii substantial justice to the great
V. B. Walton, former chairman of
D. C, April 2:!. Own
body of consumers we have lowered
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W ersWashington,
central
and representatives pf most of the New Mexico Democratic
this tariff wall with a jack screw and
Rethe big newspapers in the country committee, attorney, editor and pub- not with an axe.
Lines.
the
of
lisher
the
Silver
twenty-sixtfor
City
here
Independent
loday
gathered
its ambassador
through
"Germany,
Rigs you can
annual meeting of the American is here from Silver City. Mr. Walton here has
protested against two adis stopping at the Montezuma.
Newspaper Publishers' association.
SADDLE
TWO
POMES.
FOUR
AND
HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
of
the pending
ministrative features
.
commisR. P. Ervien, state land
They will be here until Friday night,
tariff bill. One concerns the proposed
Francisco
Phone
139.
310
San
St.
discussing questions of print paper, sioner, accompanied by Mrs. Ervien examination of books of German ex- labor, advertising, circulation and na and son Howell, returned last night,
houses for the purpose of as-- j
porting
from an automobile trip to Itoswcl!
tional legislation.
to
domestic sales prices
In his annual report, President El- and other eastern portions of ,the certaining
valuation of ex- under
guard
against
out
Mr.
state.
the
Ervien says that
bert H. Baker of Cleveland, said the
ports. The other protest is against
association had the largest member- look for a big fruit crop is excellent, the
We have some of the
IS A GREAT COMFORT.
provision that German goods im-- j
in that sections were ex- in
The
its
rains
recommended
He
history.
Well-Mad- e
ship
in American bottoms shall en- ported
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets and
that members make greater use of tensive and will do lois of good.
a
differential
of five per cent in
meet
joy
the
and
purse.
attract the eye
Dr. D. V. Thomas of Roswell,
who
the association's central office in New
It is declared to be in violation
duty.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
tickon
an
was
with
for
elector
the
its many opportunities
York,
Progressive
of treaties with Germany whicli guar- information.
"The paper committee," et at the last presidential election in antee
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is disthe vessels of that country
to
We
ask
windows.
our
you
show
said President Baker, "bids fair to this state, is greeting old acquaintplayed in
of treatment with American
see the results of Its long and per ances in Santa Fe. Mr. Thomas was equality
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
vessels in the matter of duties and
sistent efforts given a final expres- recently elected on the Citizens' ticket
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
charges.
on Your Feed Bills. Let' us have aJjTrial
sion in the Underwood bill."
as a member of the school board of
"Most of the embassies and lega- A letter was received from Charles Roswe.ll, and is now chairman of that
Order and Convince You.
re-in
tions
j
Washington so far have
C. Moore, president of the Panama-Pacifibody.
trained
from
making
representations
At the twenty-seconcontinental on the same
exposition, inviting the assopoint until the tariff bill
HAY
of the
ciation to meet in San Francisco dur- congress of the Daughters
CO.
AND
was lormally beiore the house. The
ing the exposition there in 1915. The American Revolution, at Washington, Austrian
folis
to
about
government,
invitation was referred to the com on Friday, April 18, the New Mexico low
M. O'CONNELL,
mittee. The topics discussed today in- elections were confirmed as follows: ment. the lead of the German governdo
and
are
others
to.
preparing
cluded "news print paper, and wood State regent Mrs. L. Bradford Prince
116 OALISTEO STREET.
Phone 214 J
so, all pointing out that the proposed
pulp free of import duty and "uniform of Santa Fe; vice state regent, Mrs.
will
trade
legislation
existing
destroy
advertising rate cards and discount Singleton M. Ashenfelter, Silver City. and commerce treaties
with the Unitrates."
Mrs. Prince as state regent, has aped
States.
tlie
to
members
pointed
following
"Secretary Bryan, by direction of
act with herself as delegates to the
PETITION IS DENIED.
national peace congress, to be held in the president, has refrained from anDISTRIBUTOR OF
Denver, Colo., April 23. State rail St. Louis In the beginning of .May: swering any of these arguments, but
has promised to transmit the protest
W.
H.
commission
Mrs.
denied
the
Mrs.
A.
road
Santa
Pope,
Fe;
today
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
License Numbers,
E. Walker, Albuquerque;
Mrs. S. M. to congress so that it may alter the
petition of railroads for the
Next Door to Postoffice.
of the coal rate case. The deci- Ashenfelter, Silver City;
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Mrs. A. pending legislation ir it desires to do
so before the law is finally enacted."
sion followed arguments by attor- Pruit, Roswell.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
neys for the Chicago, Burlington and
James A. French, state engineer,
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Quincy, the Union Pacific, and the and two engineers trom his othce. . i?
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Colorado and Southern roads. By a V. Johnson and W. K. Morgans, who 5
recent decision of the commission the accompanied him last week on an inrates on the coal from the northern spection tour over the state highColorado fields were reduced, the max- ways, are at the Elephant Butte flam
imum being cut from 80 to 50 cents
today and will leave San Marcial for
a ton.
PRESBYTERIAN
Las Crnces, soon, the weather permitting. The party was made up to take
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
OUR LINE OF
EGGS FOR HATCHING
Governor McDonald over the public
IN THE COURSE OP
SAME THING FREQUENTLY
highway, and have him inspect the
H.
KAUNE
A RUBBER STAMP
GO. work. Owing to the inclemency of EXTRA FANCY GOODS
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
tne weatner tlie governor was obligBUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OF TIME.
ed to leave the party at Albuquerque
MORE
NOW
PEOPLE ARE USINd RUBBER STAMPS
IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.
ATLANTA, GA.
Where Quality Governs the Price after seeing the important part of the
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
The early hatched Chick makes
work. The governor went to the
Below you will find articles
1st.
and Price the Quality
May 14th
southern part of the state on business
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
the Winter Layer I
and is expected home tonight.
you may be sure of getting
FRESH
EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
Michael Stanton has received a pic
at any time at our store :
ture from his sister, Mrs. Margaret
Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
Anchovies
Ward, from Portsmouth, Ohio, showIts not a new idea, but one
in
Oil
Anchovies
CHAS.
One-liA.
Ifc
Inches leaf.
WHEELON,
Dates of Sale, May 10 to 13, 1913.
ing the old home in that place as it
Stamp, not over 2
well worth considering when
Anchovy Paste
looked during the recent floods. The
10c
Each additional line on stamp
204
Phone
J.
315
you buy your Groceries. The
Ave.
Palace
Bar le Due Jelly
EXTENDED RETURN LIMIT
photograph is a good one, and gives
One-lin- e
and not over 3 -2 inches loitf . . 20c
purity and wholesomeness o.'
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
Stamp, over 2
a clear idea of the extent of the flood
all
in
foods
sold
tickets with joint
our
store
By
depositing
15c
Tuna Fish in Olive Oil
Each additional line on stamp
and the extremities to which people
Is your best kind of Health
at Atlanta, not later than
agent
Tuna
Plain
.
Fish,
One-lin- e
were driven. The house is a
and not over 5 laches long. .. 25c
Insurance for you. Inferior
June 10th, and payment of $1 exstamp, over 3
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
s
brick structure, with large
20c
tension of final limit may be obgoods are not sold by us. We
Each additional line on same
Pate de Fois Gras
and (he photograph
shows a
to
leave
who
wish
tained to reach original starting
those
that
10c
One-lin- e
inch
C. & B. Parmasan Cheese in
sea of water submerging it half way
Stamp, over 5 inches lone per
to take chances.
HIGH
point not later than midnight of
lines
Bottles
same
first
and
the
the occupants
up
Each additional line,
price. (Carved
story,
June 30th 1913.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
Imported Sardeils
looking out of the second story winLOW AS THIS
on Stamp count as two Hues).
QUALITY
For Further Particulars Cat' On or Address,
dows. Mr. Stanton says that the furnDundee Marmalade
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
25c extra
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches long..
were
Oil
iture
and
effect3
Italian
Olive
Pure
all
removed,
we
want our
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
upon which
Pure French Oilve Oil
except those in the dining room, and
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
Please
reputation to rest.
that
the
Oil
Pure
that
Santa
threatens
French
Hue
only
for
Fe, - - New Mexico
Olive
on
each
danger
Inch in size, we chart far
over one-ha- lf
remember this.
Fire, Life, Accident
" "
his relatives now, since the waters
In Crock
Heinz
Preserved
Fruit
one-ha- lf
;
or
.
inch
.,,
fraction.
have subsided, may be from sickness.
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
DATES, ETC.
MURDERED GIRL'S BROTHER
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
mete
Me
Local Dater any town and date, for
A WITNESS AT TRIAL.
Dusseldorf Style Mustard
load Of Denver, Colo., April 23. Charles
50c
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year m
Do you realize the fact that thousands of
M. White, a brother of Maude White,
Boss
We also have a full line f
Oater
35c
City Property, Farms
Line
men....
and
month,
women are now using
Regular
year,
day
was the principal witness today in
Orchards
Ranches,
inch.... 25c
GOODS.
DELICA
TESSAN
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
the trial of Martin W. Trester, chargPURE FOODS
Land Grants,
Defiance Model Band Dater
1,50
ed with the murder of Miss White, He
Monarch Canned Goods,
on
discovered
November
he
said
28,
1.50
Rubber
Facsimile Signature
Stamp and Weed Cut
Richelieu Canned Goods,
that his sister had died, at Tres-ter'- s
1 JO
.... , . . . . . . . , . . . .
Pearl Check Protector .
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor- 1912, home.
He testified that Trester
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
SELF-INKIN- G
nia Canned Fruits.
STAMP PADS.
told him that Miss White's family
as
a
remedy for mucous membrane afwould have to share the expenses of
1
25 cts;
CHASE & SANBORN'S
1.2x2 3--4, 15 cts; 2 x 3 4, 25 cts ; 2
Of
fections, such as Eore throat, nasal or
her Illness and funeral. White said
IIIIIMMIIMItlllll
35 cts;
3
60 cts; 4
2,
75 cts;
Coffee.
2 4 x4
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcerahe offered to pay all the expenses aftcaused by female ills? Women who
tion,
All
25
er
1
cts.
had
colors.
cts
x
he
the
bS
taken
fVtd
bottle.
for
4 .4
,
body away
Ink,
per
Stamp
GROCERY
been cured say "it is worth its
MODERN
CO.
194
have
W
Room
anburial.
he
Telephone
Trester,
testified, then
in gold. " Dissolve in waterand
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
weight
nounced that he would not permit the
r.pply locally. For ten years the Lydia
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
body to be taken away, but that the
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recomKAUNE & GO. funeral must be held from his home.
H,
cormended Paxtine in their
White replied indignantly in the
SANTA FE
NEWMEXICO respondence with women. private
to
of
the.
defend
negative
questions
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
SANTA FE, NKW MEXICO.
ant's attorney tending to indicate that
Scratch Pads cf all descriptions an no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Drughis sister had been of bad character
all qualities, 10 pounds tor 60 cent
gists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
before going to the Treatee. heme, . Suvr vnuuvmru
....
New Mexican office
Co., Boston, Mass.
Paxton

DON DIEGO ADDITION

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
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JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

O.C.WATSON & CO.

'

WHY BE BAKED OVER

j

HOT STOVE?
de

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

JEWELER,

j

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

THE STAR- PROPRIETOR.
BARN
GENERAL LIVERY

Hack and Baggage
stocked. Best

Entire Stable

get.

A Rug Or A Carpet

I

and Giain
HayWholesale
and Retail

j

THE

AKERS

UNDERTAKING

WAGNER

c

d

THE

FURNITURE

SNTA FE

AND GRAIN CO.
Manager.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

sHENRY KRICKe

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

66-6-

mtiiMUi

j

Rubber Stamps.

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

S.

8

j

$2,00.3 EGGS
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church

to June
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JUST RECEIVED
Another car
Patent Flour.

REAL ESTATE

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
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Etc
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Surety Bonds
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1- -4,

FINE CANDIES
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NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rora bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
one and two room cabins or rooms la main building.
Yours?

ft Booklet

TZl

in 1870.

need.

t-day

Commercial Bill discounted.
Credit anJ Deposit
Letter of Credit and Draft Issued on
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Exchange your Inactive fund for our t me Certificates
of Depoalt
Confer with our officer In regard to your bankl.if

Free on Request
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

Organized

bank'e endurance and strength.
flme la the test of
Growth determines Its adaptability to changing condition.
This bank hat successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disaster for over
forty years. It management ha regarded safety a of
the firit Importance In banking, a tradition that atlll
rule Its policy, but the bank I not living on It history
but depend for It prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
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as is the case in
going to chase a man around the
and therefore unusually rank. corner and down the alley and drag
You want rather to hand him a biff in him out from under a pile of cordwood.
Estancia
the solar plexus and put his little boring machine out of commission.
And yet if he can be kept in abey
ance by the smell of kerosene, per
haps that's the easiest way and less
likely to stir one's temper or awaken
a murderous deBire.
uninspected
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SOMEBODY'S TAKING CHANCES

leccnt Saturday niglit, as the parade went up and down a busy
street, count was kept of 100 young girls hovering around that fascinating and
On a

.
dangerous tige, "sweet sixteen."
How many of 'em, do you suppose, had their cheeks bedaubed with paint
or powder'.' How many seemed on the way to trouble?
Exactly 42!
Nor were they, so far as casual scrutiny could determine, the kind, the
pathetic, pitiable kind, known as "painted ladies."
at least
They seemed to be good girls, most likely from clean homes;
not from homes whore vice Is cherished. At worst they were only fluttery,
foolish, frivolous girls; mollis attracted by the glare of the white lights; but
Weren'1. they taking long chances?
And weren't their parents? For that matter, wasn't society, which, knownatural craving of the ;oung for fellowship, for recreation, neverthethe
ing
less left to chance whether these and similar gay promenaders should find
wholesome amusement or be enticed into mischief?
You didn't have to travel far up or down that busy street to find plenty
of places into which you wouldn't want to have a daughter of yours inveigled?
Vulgar picture shows, dance halls run for profit and "ladies' entrances"
certainly weren't
And guardian angels, if equally numerous,
abounded.
You could
equally visible. Yet the town isn't a bad town. It's just typical.
see the same conditions in almost any city between the oceans.
These poor, little seekers after companionship and mild, flirtatious exhad
citement, thriir brains no doubt muddled by "romance" and melodrama,
bedizzened themselves with the artifice of cosmetics to attract notice and
r
prince charming.
perhaps lure the fancy of a hoped-foWhat were their mothers h inking about?
Wh8t are we all thinking about, that we calmly allow such a hazard of
needless sacrifice? What are we doing to provide places in which girls like
these may commingle with other young folks and have a good time safely?
0

THE MACHINERY TEST

If you were the motorman cf a street car going, say, at 15 miles an hour,
with a wagon several rods ahead, an automobile cutting in behind it, a number of other vehicles moving so near to your right of way that you felt you
had to keep them, as it were, "in the tail of your eye;" and, suddenly, a child
should dart in front of the fender, could you keep all these things in mind
and still instantly, almost automatically, apply the air brake in the hope of
saving the child?
That is the test of a good motorman; upon' It depends life, property,
dividends.
Today the only way to find out whether a candidate for the job Is fit
to be entrusted with it is to let him take a try at it, practicing at the public's
and company's expense.
But if Hugo Munsterberg, Harvard's psychologist, has his way, there
may be a better way; at least one less hazardous to third persons.
Dr. Hugo believes it is possible to rig up a device with a dummy track,
dummy cars and dummy objec's in front which will have upon the perception and nerves of the candidate for employment the same test effects as
if he were given a real run through a busy street. In fact, he claims to have
done it.
Moreover, by making use of certain sensitive instruments which register the workings of the human mind it will, he contends, be rather easy
is
to tell, in advance, about what kind of task an unspecialized
best fitted for. So that all we shall have to do, when we make due use of
the offerings of modern science, will be to rig up our schoolhouses with studies
and training best calculated to develop them and, by this kind of dead sure
vocational training, cut the percentage of misfits down pretty close to zero.
Sounds fine, doesn't it?
Let's hope the doctor will Phow us.
.

THE BYSTANDER
SEES

IT

News-Heral-

ANOTHER SUBSTITUTE.
An eastern scientist has discovered
a substitute for tobacco.
The scientists are always discoverSometimes they
ing something.
really-nebring out something that is
and sometimes they fizzle la
mentably.
But, bless their souls, this new
discovery is not new. The small ooys
I
beat them to it generations ago.
remember It and so does every man
who had an experience in the country in boyhood. The substitute was
corn silk and dried mullen leaves, and
mv candid opinion is that the old sub
stitutes are about as valuable as the
new one the scientist has sprung, and
that this discovery .will very soon
sink into innocuous desuetude.
I recall that poem of Riley's where
men were gathered about the stove in
the country store, telling what they
enjoyed most of anything in the
world.
Each told pf those tilings
they liked above all else, and at lastit came to an old chap who was leaning back comfortably, smoking his
corn cob pipe, and he only said
"Just terbacker. That's fer me.
Looking at it coldly and in an unprejudiced way, smoking looks very,
very silly. Perhaps it is. but ,it is
one of those things that has become
a world-widhabit, and tobacco is
what the smoker wants, and tobacco
is what he is going to have, and substitutes are not going to be a success any more than those have been
v.hlch were intended to replace the
morning cup of coffee without which
the day does not get a good start.
Substitutes are rarely as satisfying
as originals, anyway.
e

IT HURTS.

"It hurts awfully to be hurt."
So said a little girl in Philadelphia
the other day, describing the sensations after breaking an arm, and the
childish description tells the story as
clearly and pointedly as any long, exhaustive, scientific treatise on paiu
could possibly do it.
It just hurts to be hurt.
I noticed in a paper a sort of
on this question of being
hurt, and it went on to advise people not to get hurt, and declared, "It
isn't necessary to get hurt very much.
A large proportion of accidents are

buslnes.
J. B. READ,
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It's Here.
Signs of spring are multiplying. In
crossing the prairies one sees an occasional flower taking a chance on the
weather, while a little fresh dirt here
and there shows where a bug or beatla
or Held mouse or gopher or some other
of the subterranean folk have been
taking observations, but the surest
sign we have seen was Doug Anderson
and Garl Wilburn playing marbles on
Main street last Saturday. Obar Progress.
He Loves You So.
Insurance companies are protesting
against being included as taxable or
ganisations under the corporation tax
provisions of the tariff bill on the
ground that they are not
organizations. Did you ever have one
of those
agents try to sell
you a policy? If you did you probably
remember the big share of the dividends they were going to saw off on
you, just because they liked you so
well. Deming Headlight.
The Poor Pay.
When peace is restored in Mexico
there will come the question of the
damage
settlement of enormous
claims. Thousands of foreign residents will press upon the government
demands for personal and property
losses. The money to pay them will
have to be wrung, in a large measure,
from the poor peons, the common laborers of the country. These will suffer for the strife in which they have
had little natural or conscious interest. Alamogordo
Everyone Knows Him.
The north end of town appears to
have a good bountiful supply of those
fancy striped little animals who like
to make their safe escape during the
day time underneath somebody's house
or shed and then crawl out from their
protected sleeping quarters under thu
light of the moon and make a fatal
But
raid on some fine
many of these
have been caught in traps ami
then, oh my! what a sweet remem
As one native remarked to
brance!
his neighbor, after one of these pet
profit-makin- g

d

Assistant Cashier.

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

FOUR PER CENT

OF SINGULAR

AMONG THE EDITORS.
Since the beginning of the year hundreds of head of cattle have been
brought into this vicinity by the farmers to stock their homesteads and supply the growing cream trade. Farming
is becoming secondary and a wave of
prosperity from a source not seriously
a few years ago. La
considerad
Lande Leader.
Hold That Back Yard.
Those who have tried it say that
this is the finest garden district in the
west; that all kinds of garden stuff
grows to perfection, and that any back
yard is big enough to provide a supply
The
of fresh vegetables all summer.

FRANK McKANE,

Cashier.

The Montezuma Hotel

BEAUTY

5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
SISTERS OF LORETTO
THEIR

EDIFICE

ALTAR,

ALTAR

WITH

A

NEW

STATIONS

RAIL,

OF THE CROSS AND OTHER GIFTS.

For years the Gothic chapel of the
Sisters of Loretto has attracted the
attention of passerbys, but it is not

open to the public, except on special
accasions, such as Holy Thursday.
Yet this chapel is perhaps the most
beautiful in the entire Catholic diocese
of Santa Fe.
Its beauty has been enhanced re
cently by the erection of a new al- taiS jan (altar Tail, stations of the
cross, and chandeliers which flood
the edifice with light in the early
morn when nuns and pupils gather
for services.
THE ALTAR.
The altar was made in Chicago by
De Prato and is of Scagltolo and Re- galico marble. It is of Gothic style,
conforming to the architecture of the
edifice in which it is placed. Many
prominent Santa Feans assisted in defraying its cost and are well pleased
with their expenditure.
The altar was erected to the memory of the Mother Magdalen Hayden,
pioneer educator, who came from Kentucky to Santa Fe in 1852.
She was accompanied by five sisters and but one of the group survives. She is Sister Rosanne Dant,
who is still living hero.

The altar bears a

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

ADORNED

HAVE

,,

Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

WOOD

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Means, 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

'S STAGE

E

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leave Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten mile shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 team. Fare $5.00 round
trip. Team
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
furnished commercial men to take In
New York Chop Suey, 60c. the surrounding town. Wire Embudc
station.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, COUNTY
OF SANTA FE, IN THE DISTRICT
COURT, FOR AND IN THE FIRST
JUDICIAL DISTRICT.
Bessie Beatty Towne and Lida Jackson Beatty, by her next friend, Francis C. Wilson, plaintiffs, vs. Sinclair
Beatty, defendant.
No.:

de-

to South, on the East side, Seventy-seve(77) feet and on the West side,
fronting on Bridge or Galisteo Street,
Fifty-on(51) feet, and is bounded
on the East, by the property of Cruz
Feralta and Dorothea M. de Mottley, on
the West, by Bridge Street, sometimes called Galisteo Street, on the
Water Street, formerly
North, by
called Rio Chiquito Street, and on the
South, by property of Dorothea M.
do Mottley, being the same premises
conveyed to said Felipe Delgado by
Manuel Valdes and wife, by deed dated
October 15, 1891.
n

e

The tabpicting the "Last Supper."
NOTICE OF SALE.
ernacle is of singular beauty, and is By virtue of an order of sale to us
protected by two doors, the outer por directed by the District Court of the
tal being of solid gold.
First Judicial District for and in the
On either side of the altar stands
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
County
an angel, looking toward the Blessed a
rendered in said court in
judgment
Sacrament.
The angels are the gift favor of Bessie
Beatty Towne and All that certain tract or parcel of
of the Misses Manderfield of this city Lida
preventable."
Jackson
plaintiffs, land, situate, lying and being in the
Beatty,
and are in memory of their nephew,
Then the article goes on to discuss
Sinclair Beatty, defendant, on City of Santa Fe in the County of
against
Lorenzo
Isauro
of
Salazar.
which
the folly of carelessness, all
the 15th day of April, A. D. 1913, for Santa Fe and State of New Mexico,
The altar rail, over which the sac- the
is good, but I have found that some
partition of real estate hereinaft- with a house of eleven rooms and a
rament of holy communion is admin- er described,
of the worst pains that rack the huwe will offer for sale corral built thereon, situated in the
istered almost daily, is of white mar- to the
man frame are not the result of carebidder, on the 29th City of Santa Fe, County of Santa
highest
ble. It is the gift of a friend of the
lessness at all. Some of them, as far
of May, A. D. 1913, at the front Fe, State of New Mexico, bounded and
day
convent and is in memory of Mother door of the Court House, in the City described
as I can see, are not the result of
as follows:
Measuring
Francisco Lamy, who died last March. of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe, and fiom East to West on the South side,
the violation of any law of nature,
STATIONS OF THE CROSS.
either, but they come to us, I don't
feet, and on the North
State of New Mexico, at ten o'clock Sixty-eigh- t
The stations of the cross, 14 in num in
know how or why, to make hours and
0
the forenoon of the said day, the side Seventy feet, and from North to
ber, are much admired.
days miserable.
South on the East side, One Hundred
They have
described real estate,
been placed in memory of Miss Ade following
SEND FOR OUR MAJOR
Some say pain comes to discipline
All the following described lot or and Twenty-fou- r
feet, and en the
laide Gonzales, a beautiful girl, who
Congress is going to investigate the baseball trust.
us, but I could never see the philosoof land, situate, lying and be West side, One Hundred and Fourteen
parcel
died
while
a
If congress wants a real investigator of experience, perspicacity,
at
convent.
the
The
pupil
in the Town of Santa Fe, in the feet, and is bounded on the East by
phy of that doctrine, as we never can
stations are not paintings as are oft- ing
artfulness, that distinguished body should send out to New Mexico tell what we are being disciplined
of Santa Fe and State of New Bridge Street, on the West by prop
County
en
seen in churches and chapels, but
for our Major W. H. H. Llewellyn.
ror unless we have deliberately vio-erty of Miguel Silva, on the North
Mexico,
are groups of statues, exquisitely
some natural law.
He would be perfectly willing to go. in tact, ne nas long open m
Water Street, and on the South by
It seems,
by
S.
"plated
W.
the
at
corner,
Commencing
recarved, A study of the faces of the
of the said Miguel Silva.
however, that this pain business is a
property
ceptive mood as far as going to Washington is concerned, and then tmly
to
and
feet
East
running
Eighty (80)
Savior and other participants in the
cently he conducted an investigation in New Mexico which brought out somepart of ifei and we must tflke jt ag
All that certain tract-- or parcel of
S. E. corner; thence Two Hundred
the
memorable
to
Mount
wo take other disagreeable things, and
trip
Calvary is (200) feet
unexpected and interesting results.
North; thence Eighty (80) land in the Second W'ard of the City
an inspiration to devotion.
make the best of it, though, as the
Thus his qualifications are beyond question.
thence Two Hundred (200) oi Santa Fe, . County
of Santa
feet
West;
In the center of the chapel hangs
He is a simon pure, unadul'crated, surprising success as an investigator. little girl says, "It hurts awfully."
feet South, to place of beginning. The Fe, State of New Mexico, dea
chandelier
of
many
dazzling
knows.
what
it
tell
lights
He would make the B. B. trust
scribed
Anyone who has endured pain, real
Beginning at
the gift of the "Children of Marv' above described plot of land is bound the N. as follows:
W. corner of said premises;
pain for any .length of time, can see
ed on the West by a lot owned by J.
Congress should send for our Major.
at
convent
ihe
0
society
plainly enough why resort is taken to
Vaughn; on the North by the "Arroyo thence South 230 feet; thence Eastervni.l Another addition to the chapel is de las Mascuros;" on the East by ly 92 feet to a stake in the Arroyo
i
Plans ere being laid by the Progressives to make a strong fight in every drugs to alleviate it. Like all other
i,im."Tn
a
"chimes," possessing a sweet, musi
land owned by the U. S. Government, aoequia; thence Northerly 215 feet
congressional district in the United States next year. It seems strange that mysterious things in this life of ours, ley News.
cai tone.
this should be so, inasmuch as the Republican leaders have been telling i": will probably be some day explainPrecedent.
and on the South by a public street, to a stake in the acequia; bounded on
Care
Don't
For
THANK
nearse
DONORS.
that
the
movement,
intimating
about the death of the Progressive
ed, but in the meantime, "It hurts
On April 8
Wilson appearThe Sisters of Loretto have asked the old name of which was Las Pa- the North by Manhattan Avenue, on
had already been summoned to take the corpse away. It looks as if it would awfully to be hurt."
and is situate in the Northern the West by the property of W. G.
ed in person before the house and the New Mexican to
extend
American
their tois,
politics.
prove to be the liveliest corpse that ever got into
of the town of Santa Fe, Simmons; on the South by an acequia ;
senate and delivered his message on heartfelt thanks to all
portion
0
Santa Feans
HE HA1 ES KEROSENE.
(42) feet North of the old on the East by the property of Jesus
the tariff. In doing so he shattered a and others for their financial aid in Forty-twhanging
Ma. Sandoval.
House grounds.
State
We turn up our noses at the smell of precedent which has kept the presi-ran- adorning the chapel,
Congress seems to be a little restive at having President Vi!son
especially for the
An undivided
AH
around so constantly.
Congress has been so long accustomed to work withtract
or
that
of
certain
interest in
the
States
dents
from
of
and
the
odoriferous kerosene,
United
parcel
but
contributions toward
out being chaperoned that the schoolmaster's supervision renders congress we should educate our too esthetic copitol building for over a hundred is so much admired. the altar, which land situate, lying and beginning in the Boss Placer Mining claims, situ
Ward No. 3, of the City of Santa Fe, ate in El Rito Mining district, in Rio
peevish.
senses and come down to the plane, years. This rule has been observed
0
in Precinct No. 17, formerly Precinct Arriba County, New Mexico.
Said
where we will regard it as one of na- religiously since the days of PresiNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 4, of the County of Santa Fe, claim is situated about three and
Mr. Ting Fang Vu is mentioned prominently as the first president of China. ture's health guards. If every
dent
The
that
Adams.
U.
S.
fact
Land
Office
precedents
at
pool,
M.
Santa
N.
Fe,
he
United
to
the
States,
State of New Mexico, said land meaDid Mr. Wu have this in mind when, as minister
Northeasterly from the Town
puddle, broken dish or - tin can that of this kind become so powerful is an
28, 1913.
studied so closely our Republican methods and took such copious notes on holds each an ounce or so of water on aristocratic tendency and opposed to Department of theJanuary
suring from East to West Nine (9) of EI iRito, upon the Arroyo Seco, and
Interior,
feet, and from North o South, One is more fully described in Book No. 1.
American institutions?
To an
every barbage pile could be given a every democratic
principle.
Notice Is hereby given that
a
0
upon page 551. of the mining records
f
Hundred and Twelve and
liberal dose of kerosene, we would be aristocrat a precedent U more sacred
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
feet, and is bounded on the oi Rio Arriba County, to which refIron Trail, an Indian traveling with a wild west show, is aid to be the as free from mosquitoes as some of than the law of God. He lives and de la Cruz Pino, of Gallsteo. N. M. (112
be our sister countries.
East by. property of S. S. Beatty, on erence Is hereby made.
j holds his supposedly
original of the figure on the new nickel. One would think that he would
superior station who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Home- the West
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
by property of the County
ashamed to own it. The original of the buffalo on this wonderful coin would
to
Out in juBt this section the mos- largely through respect
precedent; stead Entry No. 014579, for 8W
this 22nd day of April, A. D. 1913.
of
old
as
Santa
known
Jail
the
Fe,
find.
hard
to
be
quito pest is not so trying as It is No wonder he loves It and will fight for SW
Sec 31, Twp. 12 N., and Building; on the South by the propo
JOHN W. MAYES,
jersey or Michigan or the states of it. President Wilson shows true De w z NW
SW
NW
Section erty of said Miguel Silva, and on the
C. O. HARRISON,
in
the
believes
GeorgMr.
of
the
Detroit
club,
for
in
his
Navin,
the
central
but
even
here
disregardpresident
west,
Evidently
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M. North
that niocracy
penchant
F. B. FARNSWORTH,
Water
by
Street,
formerly
that
the
and
Democratic
leader,
set
the
kinds.
Silver
the
Is
all
by
of
ian's following
precedent
heard often ing precedents
P. Meridian, has fried notice of inten- known as the Rio
exasperating buzz
be
Chiquito
Commissioners.
Street,
club.
of
the
to
the
directors
in
own
his
should
read
message
person
"peach"
enough to call attention to a partial City Independent
tion to make five year proof, to es- ing a portion of the lands
0
Won't Chase Him Down.
tablish claim to the land above de- to said Miguel Silva, by John conveyed
preventative against this disagreeable
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
H. Mink
By reference to the proceedings of scribed, before Register and Receiver, and wife
A prominent member of the United States senate says that he under- pest
by deed dated October 30th,
April 12, 1913.
I was reading the other day that the Democratic
committee
S.
U.
stands the tariff question perfectly. Here in our own country then, has
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, 187C, and duly recorded In the Rec
meeting
Notice Is hereby given that Julian
world.
of
the
will
wonder
noticed
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
there were domestic and wild mos- printed elsewhere, it
be
been discovered the eighth
order's office of the County of Santa Romero, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
quitoes, and it was news to me as I that the meeting endorsed only four
Fe, In Book letter (Y), at pages 337
5th, 1909, made Homestead EnJuan Baca, Placido Lopes, of Leyla, to 341, on the 29th day of April, 1879. August
How many of us, if we could afford it, would like to economize as John thought they were all wild enough to persons for office, whereas there are
try No. 09474, fer Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Rockefeller does, and manufacture his own ice. Economy oftentimes costs need to undergo a taming process by four times four and more officers to be N. M., iatenio Vlllanueva, Agustln
All that certain tract or parcel of Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
means of the swat, such as we are told filled, in the filling of which the De Rania
like everything.
Of Gallsteo, N. It.
land, situate, lying and being in Pre- E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
0
t
to administer to the fly. I do not know tuocracy of the county is just as much
MANUEL R, OTERO.
cinct No. 4, in the County of Santa Fe tice of intention to make five year
Taft will have greater of anything much more tantalizing! entitled to a voice as in those named,
Of course it is to be expected that
Register and State of New Mexico, situate, ly proof, to establish claim to the land
success in his association with Y81&. college than he did with the electoral than the insistent noise that a mos- - Just why the endorsements stopped
Ward above described, before Register and
ing and being in the Third
It will not pay you to waste your of the City of Santa Fe, N.(3rd)
quito makes when he is after a taste thus short we are not Informed. Pos-c- f
M. Said Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
college.
time
extreme
was
if
out
and
due to
moHesty,
your gore,
writing
your legal form lot, with all the buildings thereon Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
you can scare the'sibly it
0
is when you can get them already print- erected measures from East to West,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Speak irg of averages, whic'i are the subject of so much discussion, now infernal pests away with a bit of kero- but the boys will find that modesty in
ed at the New Mexican Printing com on the North side
season is oper., how many of js bat .300 in he big game of sene, as the scientific fellows say can not generally regarded as a virtue
Jose Varela, Marcos Gonzales, of
that the
fronting on Water
bo done, it is worth a trial, anyway, these matters. Of course, with the pany.
Street, One Hundred and Thirteen Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales,
Me?
p
East to. West on Trinidad Martinet of Kennedy, N. M.
(113) feet,
only the natural feeling is to try some professor in the chair it is a little difNew Mexican Want Ads always the South sldev One Hundred and
A St. Louis man, the other day pawned his glass eye for a glass of whiBky. measure more drastic, than just to give ferent, but even in these days it Is exMANUEL R. OTERO,
him a whiff of coal oil even though It be tremely improbable that any office is bring results. Try It . Thirteen (113) feet, and from North
Well, the change might enable him to see things, at that
Register.
sap-ienc-
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Walking Typhoid
May be Your Trouble.

TARIFF BILL

FOR

With your blood full of catarrhal Infection, nerves all unstrung, blood impoverished, headaches, lassitude, iiellasra,
hookworm, tape worm, chills and fever
or some other debilitating influence, the
very foundation of health is being sapped
away by spring humors.

8. S. S. Is a Wonder. It Makes You Look
and Feel the Picture of Real Health.

Half the people ynu meet complain of
weary muscles, stagnant brain, Jangled
nerves, and a mournful desire to lay
down and just quit. Most of these people
have been using nervines that spasmod

flare up the nerves only to dlo
again, as die they must. Avoid
nervo stimulants. Bear in mind that this
worn out feeling Is due to poor blood,
to bacteria In the water you drink; to
the multiplying of destructive germs in
the blood faster than they can be overcome by the white corpuscles; and to
that conwhat is known as
dition where the venous or Impure blood
accumulates faster than It can be replaced by the red arterial blood.
If you feel played out or experience
the peculiar sensations of gas and tenderness in the bowels, go to any drug
store and ask for a bottle of S. S. S.,
Swift's Sure Specific. Here Is a remedy
that gets at work In a twinkling; it Just
naturally rushes right into your blood,
scatters germs right and left, up and
down and sideways.
Vou feel better at once, not from a
stimulant, not from the action of drugs,
but from the rational effect of a natural
medicine just as active and just as timely as to a man who has been lost in
the mountains, Is about starved and
comes across a settler just cooking a
savory meal of good honest beef. Do
not neglect to get a bottle of S. S. S
today. It will make you feel better in
Just a few minutes. It Is prepared only
In the laboratory of The Swift Specific
Co., 127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Oa. Send
for their free book telling of the many
strange conditions that afflict the human
family by reason of impoverished blood.

RAGING.

News-Heral-
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TRACTION PLOWING.
Springer is ever becoming more acof Mountainair tive and
Campbell
Virgil
assuming an aspect of impassed through here Monday with his portance among the growing towns of
on
the way New Mexico. Another "sign of the
big gas traction engine
to Stanley, where he will plow several times" was a general manifestation of
hundred acres and then go on to Santa civic pride and interest which promt-er
Fe, where he has a contract for 3,000
the planting of eighty
He met with a misfortune trees along both Bides of Maxwell aveacres.
into
ran
when
he
last Friday night,
nue, Saturday morning, April 19th. A
soft ground south of the Gonzales fitting program was
given and includplace, about five miles south of town, ed songs by the school children, a
deand. mired down. This caused a
noble address by a member of the
lay until jacks could be secured to commercial club, a solo, a reading, and
maThe
machine.
the
big
jack up
That Tree" rendered
chine weighs about ten tons. The "Woman, Spare
double quartette. It was the
a
by
diamein
ten
feet
wheels are about
rims. At the place Tuesday Progress club (the women's
ter with
which started the movewhere the trouble occurred the ground organization)
ment, interesting the public school and
appears dry on the surface, but the the commercial
club, and with the co
big wheels sank in to a depth of
of all the thing was accomoperation
to
rose
water
and
three
feet,
nearly
within a foot of the surface. A num- plished with such a show of enthu
ber of people in this vicinity wanted siasm that every citizen assembled
Mr. Campbell to do some plowing for for the exercises felt that a new era
them, but he had no plows here, the j for Springer is surely opening.
d

box-elde-

h

In Girlhood
I

OB

MOTHERHOOD
Amist Nature
now and then,
with a gentle
cathartic Dr.

Puree'

Pleat-emdPeU- et

ton
up and invigor

ate liver and
towels. Be sure

you get what
you atk for.

DEMOCRATS

THE

EVEN

OBSTREPEROUS

OSITION.

WILL

ON THE

The women who have used

Dr. Pierce 8 Favorite
Prescription' will tell you

that it freed them from pain
helped them over painful periods in
their life and saved them many a day
of anguish and misery. This tonic, in
liquid form, was devised over 40 years
ago for the womanly system, by R.V.
Pierce. M. D., and has been sold ever
since by dealers in medicine to the
benefit of many thousand women.
Now if you prefer you eon obtain Dr.
Pierce' Favorite Prescription tablet at
your druggiet at $1 per box, alto in 50c
size or tend BO one cent stampe to Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, A. Y. for trial box.

BE

PROP-

LA FOLLETTE WILL HAVE

OF HIS OWN.

BILL

Miss Elsie Mantiikv, 4:20 Talman
Ave., Chicago, 111., writes: "About two

91

years ago my mother broke down with
The doctors didn't do any
rheumatism.
good. My mother was persuaded to try
Sloan's Liniment, and in three weeks
and I believe she is
was entirely well
cured forever."

Relief From Rheumatism

SEVERAL SENATORS

EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C. April

23. The
tariff bill may be consid-

Miss H.E. Liniiei.haf, Gilroy, Calif.,
writeai" Mv mother has used one zoc.
bottle of Sloan's Liniment, and although she is over 83 years of age, she lias
obtained great relief from her rheumatism."
Miss EviU.ETTA
" My mother was troubled with rheumatism and her friends advised lier to get
Sloan's Liniment and her rheumatism is entirely gone. At the same time the
s
s
between my
there were five
family was troubled with
sisters and I and Sloan's Liniment cured every one of us in a week's time."

SIMMS

j
j

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A F. & A. M
FOR RENT Modern house, and
communiRegular
furnished house. 102 Chapelle St.
cation first Monday
of each month at
FOR RENT
rooms.
at 17!l Palace ave. Housekeeping
Hall
Masonic
Phono VIZ.
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
FOR RENT Six room house, batb.
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
electric light and range,
block from
tapitol. O. C. Watson & Co.
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular
FOR RENT A three or six room
second house furnished or unfurnished. Apconvocation
Monday of each montb ply to D. S. Lowitzki.
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
For fly fcreens, screen doors or job
J. A. MASSIE,
carpenter work, phone 173 W. EstiII. P mates furnished.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Work guaranteed.

Secretary.

Rheumatism Entirely Cone
Mykr, of 1215 Wyoming St.. Dayton, Ohio, writes:

Democratic
ered as having passed the house. It
will be two or three weeks before it
actually receives the final vote and
goes to the senate, but for practical
purposes the bill may be considered af
approved by the lower branch of congress. It has got over all the rough
and
places like free wool, cotton
sugar, anil the rest will be merely
letting the wheels go around.
Now what about the senate? Presiis the best remedy for neuralgia, sciatica, lumbago, chest
dent Wilson says he expects to put
the underwood bill through the senate
pains, asthma, hay fever, croup, sore throat and sprains.
as a party measure. True, the maAt all dealers. Price, !5c, 50c, and $1.00.
jority In the senate is narrow, but it Is
Book on Horses, Cattle, Hogs and Foultry sent free. Address
Sloan's
setexpected that the Democrats will
Dr. EARL S. SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.
tle their differences by their caucus'
method and present a united front for
the bill ns passed by the house. No
help is anticipated from Republicans,
T. F. McCoy, Denver.
even those of the progressive group. was thoroughly done.
.1. V. Jenkins, Denver.
The high school boys and the
No help is asked of them.
C. M. Carr, Albuquerque.
boys played a fine game on the
Senator La Follette will not support
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
local grounds last Friday. The game
the Wilson tariff program. He has an
reCharles Munch. New York City.
nounced that he will have a tariff bill v.rs well played throughout and
score of 6 to 3 in favor of
Ed Davis, Cuervo.
of his own. This means that he will sulted in a
E. W. Deuel, Alamosa.
his wool bill providing for the Carlsbad team.
Lincoln H. Hall, Trinidad.
About noon on Monday a long train
rbotit 30 per cent duty on that product
J. A. Haynes, Chicago.
and will have bills for other schedules o." Pullmans brought in a big delegaN. J. Hynes, East Las Vegas.
a little above those which were worked tion of Dallas, Texas, business men
M. M. Riair, Telluride, Colo.
out a3 a compromise with the house from the south. They made several
John C. Fisk, Denver.
Democrats in previous congresses and stops in the Carlsbad project, includ
W. M. Stone, Albuquerque.
vetoed by President Taft. Senator ing Malaga and Loving. lnC'arlsbad a
H. B. Howard, Denver.
in the
Cummins will introduce bills covering bliort program was rendered
A. Rabeyrolle, Las Vegas.
the wool, cotton and steel schedules court house square, after which everyEUROPEAN.
and Senator Bristow will have a sugar body got busy to get acquainted.
J. L. Clark, Albuquerque.
bill. Several senators will offer amendCarlsbad had an abundance of music
ments to the income-taMr. and Mis. John Rado, Los A"'
provision. all day with three bands on duty, the
the
Senator Penrose will
home band, the Roswell band, and tho geles.
E. P. Trott, Bath, Me.
Lippitt bill, and Senator Smoot Loving band, and during the noon
will probably have a bill providing hour the Dallas band helped oul.
H. Harper, City,
G. Lambic, City.
uuties substantially like those of the
The Roswell Elks came down last
Harold Mcllvain, City.
present Aldrich scale with a few night and gave their minstrel show in
J. Smith,
trilling changes.
the People's theater. The local stray
M. C. Stewart, Carlsbad.
Senator Cummins expects to make Elks led by J. R. Linn and I. S. OsLn ac,ive figllt on tne vVoodrow Wilson borne did their best to make the visit
-It will not pay you to waste your
)bill. i shaU flgnt this Democratic tar- - pleasant. The show drew a full house
legal formi
iff just as vigorously as I fought the and every one was well pleased .It is time writing out your
Aldrich bill," said Senator Cummins to the best that has gone over the boards when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing cow
your correspondent. "I have fought of Linn's model play house.
the Aldrich bill because I looked upon The rain came down liberally last paDj.
I shall
that measure as oppressive.
night all over the county. In the
$100 Reward, $100.
figlit this bill because I regard it as Carlsbad project the fall was over one
The readers of this paper will be
I
believe
proportionately dangerous.
inch. In other places the rain was
to learn that there is at least
in equalization of the tariff and wish to still heavier.
The moisture will mak pleased
one dreaded disease that science has
see a reduction of the tariff. I am not,jthe
range ppr(ect and ln8ure the best been able to cure in all its stages, and
however, in favor of free trade or tar- salf and lamb crop in years.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
and I believe the
the only positive cure now known to
revision proposed by the Democrats
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
will work a serious harm to the indusa constitutional disease,
requires r
tries of the United States. It is just
Hall's
treatment.
constitutional
as bad to go to one extreme as to the
OE VARGAS.
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act
other."
John Deland, St. Louis.
upon the blood and muing
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Wales, Pitts cous directly
Progressive senators will put forthereof the system,
surfaces
ward the permanent tariff commis- burgh, Pa.
by destroying the foundation of the
sion plan as their answer to the DemoEnas Strawn, Alamosa.
and giving the patient
disease,
cratic tariff. Senator Poindexter is
William Clark, Kansas City.
building up the constituby
strength
J. S. Harlan, Albuquerque.
strongly in favor of the commission
tion and assisting nature in doing Its
idea. "I would go so far," said he, "as
C. M. Harlan, Albuquerque.
work, The proprietros have so much
to take the tariff tinkering absolutely
S. O. Harlan, Albuquerque.
faith in its curative powers that they
out of the hands of congress and our
Martin Johnson, Albuquerque.
offer Ono Hundred Dollars for any
commission
create
a
local politics and
D. Kovray, Albuquerque.
case that it fails to cure. Send for Ut
of permanent
experts a A. Abraham, Denver. '
of testimonials.
commission which would challenge as
C. B. Sampson, Alamosa.
Address F.J. CHENEY & CO.. To
much respect and have as much auMONTEZUMA.
ledo Ohio.
H. H. Kinney, Denver.
thority as the interstate commerce
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
commission has today in its regulation
W. B. Walton, Silver City.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
conof railroad rates. I would have
H. A. Martin, Silver City.
tress lay down certain principles to
guide the commission in adjusting tar- iffs and then leave the matter in the.
DAUGHTER OF "DIAMOND KING"
hands of the commission. There are
folcertain principles which could be
WEDS NATIVE OF THE WEST
lowed.
They ought to take into consideration the proportion of imports to
the total manufacturers of any particular line of goods and the aim should
be to place our manufacturer on au
even footing with the man abroad with
whom he must compete.
Taking into
censideration the difference in cost of
production at home and abroad the
commission might well be charged
with full responsibility for making tar-

IMMMf
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Santa Fe Commander?
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Moa
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
v
p. in.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Z.n2TA

Santa Fo Lodge

rates."

iff

B.

brothers are

MISS Dorothy Gardner Williams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gardner F.
Williams, Washington, D. C, married Munroe Eyre Pinkard, of San Francisco April 15 in her home city at St. John's church (the church of the
presidents). Her father is the general manager of the De Beers company
of South Africa, which supplies' the world with 5 per cent of its diamonds.

Room

W. J. TIMMS,

Expert Repairer of Watches
and Clocks. Engraving.

Santa

Secretary. With J. H. Blain, San Francisco
Fe Camp

13514,

M.

W.

St.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

A.

N'aJ

17-1- 8

. Chas. R. Easley,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. Chas, F. Easlcy,
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Lodge No. 253, holds its regular
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
meeting on the first Thursday of each
Practice in the Courts and Defors
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, EstanDAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
cia, N. M.
F. W. FARMER
No.
Homestead

Brotherh-

2879,

ood

of
can Yoemen.
Meets second
and fourth Mo-

ndays

month

Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Attorney-at-La-

DR.

the
at the
of

M. J. McGUINNESS

Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Ameri-

Ovr

W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Spitz Jewelry
Rooms 1, 2 and

Stor.
3.

Phone Red 6.
Office Hourc 8 a. m. to
And by Appointment.

6 p. m.

Santa Fe Lodge
Knights of

No. 2,

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
Pythias meets
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
every Monday
8
evening at o'clock
in
Fellows
Odd
Hall.

All

visiting

Knights are most
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.

Rooms

9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
prom ply attended day or night.
18-1-

office

9 to U a. m.,

2

to

iioxrxas:
7 to 8

4 p. m.,

p. m

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
9, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Hiram
Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
March 18th, 1907, made Homestead
Entry 04042 No. 109A6, for NB
Section 26, Township 11, N., Range S
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
r
of intention to make
proof,
to establish claim to the land abova
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, II.
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on
May 20, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
H. Cantwell, J. H. Slane, all of Stan
ley, N. M
MANUEL R OTERO,
five-yea-

1st, 1913.

arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.

p

Rooms, Houses & Ranches
What Have You to Rent?

meets second Tuesday each month, soATTORNEYS AT LAW.
cial meeting third
at FireTuesday
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
man's Hall. Visit
City Attorney.
welcome.
ing neighbors
Capital City Bank Building,
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
Rooms
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Sinta Fe, New Mexico.
ODD FELLOWS,
G. W. PRICHARD,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Santa Fe louge
Practices in all the District Courts
meets
regularlj
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl and gives special attention to cases
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visrting broth before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
erg always welcome,

Returning,
m.

CARLSBAD DISTRICT

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjustefl and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
and lented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fo Typewriter Exchange, Thone 231 W.

invit-

ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON,

m.

LIVE MATTERS IN

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Vewly
furnished.
Hot water heat. Use of
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Corner Grant ami Johnson. Tel. 270J.

and

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.

rates."

M.

S;mta Fe LodgeNo
Rooms and houses furnished or unP. O. E, furnished.
460, B.
A select list
always on
holds its regular hand.
session on the second
and fourth Saves You Time
Money.
Wednesday ct each
1 1
t
i
V
month.
Ing

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

g

Want to sen or trade your property?
Ask for our free big list. Solthwest
Leal Estate Exchange, Morrarty, N.

List It with MRS, SUMVERS,
11, Laughlin BIock.

O. E.

Effective January

Said he: "The Democrats will
make a failure. Their time is short
end then will come our time. Then the
swing will be back to the Aldrich tar-

Carlsbad, N. M., April 23. Saturday
was clean-uday and every one kept
biiBy from early morning till late at
night. Mayor Ttter and R. M.. Thome,
street commissioner, and Mrs. W. H.
Woodwell, of the Woman's club, personally directed the work. The job

P.

TIME TABLE

bill.

iff

Pef-fectio-n

1,

A. T., & S. F. R'Y

.

the

belief of Senator Cummins
that several changes will be made in
the bill as it comes from the house.
He expects these matters to be adjusted finally in conference and in the
vote on the final approval of the con
ference report in the senate.
An effort has been made to get Sen
ators Penrose and Smoot to adopt the
la Follette bill as the Republican
measure, and this may finally be done
At the present time, however, Smoot
is opposed to any working alliance on
the tariff with La Follette. Smoot and
Penrose are both at heart high tariff
men and any combination with La Follette would be made on the
that there exists no hope for
their bill being enacted into law. At
Smoot
the present time, however,
favors standing pat on the Aldrich
It is

of

14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral.
Scottish Rite
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. W11EELON, Secy.
No.

high-price- d

under-rtandin-

Womanhood

Rheumatic Pains

a

plows having been shipped to Stanley. Estancia
RATHER EXCITING.
Ira 0. Wetmore returned Tuesday
from a trip to Phoenix in his new
Studebaker 35, and he is more In love
with the car than he was when he
bought it.
Mr. Wetmore, who was accompanied
by his wife and Miss Fay McKeyes,
reports that the Borderland route is
in fine condition all the way from
here to Phoenix, but says that the
Raton Range.state highway is well nigh impossible
a; present and will be for some time
NEW SPRING SUIT,
to come.
The old town is preparing to don
While crossing the Gila river at
her new spring suit after her longgan Carlos the car became bogged in
are
haul quicksand and sank until only the
winter repose. Some people
ing off their tin cans and other kinds hood was left above the waters, and
of fertilizer too, some are going to it took three hours of hard work to
hold over, they say they rather liko get the car out. The Indian agent
to see 'em and smell 'em, it Is so much at San Carlos rendered every assist like home to them. Some are planting ance in his power and set a gang of
the "garden truck," some are setting 50 of his red charges to help save the
the old hens and some are hatching car.
chicks without any hens at all. One
A little mishap like that has not
citizen is building a new affected the spirits of either Ira or
house. Some folks are so busy that the car, and he is planning fresh trips
they have no time to do anything. in the near future. Deming Head-light- .
Some folks ate wondering what will
become of their old slick dollars which BIG WORK NEAR COMPLETION.
One of the most interesting sights in
they have carried so long, when they
rjuit the game of life. Taos Valley this section is the work on the Hebron
News.
dam, 18 miles north of town. This big
storage reservoir of the Maxwell Irrigated Land company is nearly finishTHE HORSE CAME BACK.
ed, and within a week or ten days the
of
pony
the
riding
gray
"Maggie,"
will be broken up, and the huncamps
disapwhich
Miss Gertrude McGowan,
dreds of men now on the job will be
peared almost two years ago, from released.
an enclosed pasture where she was
Since the beginning of the work last
grazing upon Mr. Angus McGowan's
R. Winburn has
ranch, came back to the same green year, Contractor W.
fields last week, much poorer in flesh kept things moving like clockwork,
seeing that everything was done acthan when she was taken away.
to the specifications.
He has
At the time "Maggie" disappeared, cording
made his home on the job for many
or rather was stolen, she was in
months, and nothing has escaped his
splendid condition and Mr. McGowan
offered a reward for her return, but notice.
The work at the dam is divided by
failed to get any response. Some perand each subson's conscience must have had a several
they contractor has his own camp. Gilbert
very hard shell; otherwise,
would have returned the animal sooner Brothers have the largest
than they did to its fair young owner. and their camp, facing the dam, is a
"Maggie" will no doubt be extreme- model construction camp. Maxwell
ly glad to get back to her kind and Mail.
generous owner once more and receive some of the dainty sugar lumps
and apples that were formerly be NEW ERA AHEAD
stowed upon her. Tao3 Valley News.
NOW
SPRINGER
FOREST FIRE

forest fire raged all day Wednesday and Wednesday night in the vicinity of Dick Brown's canon, two mileS
r.ortheast of Yankee. The fire, in three
district lines, could be plainly seen
from Raton Wednesday evening and,
for a time, was believed to be of serThe fire burned over
ious proportions.
quite a large area but was restricted
tu the underbrush and heavy fall ol
dry leaves lying along the canon side3
under the rim rock of Barela mesa.
A

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Here's Proof

ically
down

NEWS OF THE STATE
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MEXICAN

are quickly relieved by an application of Sloan's
Liniment. You don't need to rub just lay on
It penetrates at once to
lightly.
the seat of the trouble.

IN SENATE
Why Drag Along, Worn fa the Bene When You Can
be Robust, Happy and Full of Life.

MW

Returning,
a. m.

arrive Santa

Fe 12:30

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

Register.
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April

1, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Reymun-d- o
Analla, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
April 6, 1908, made Hd. Entry 061S5,
No. 13833, for NW
NW
Sec.
26, N
NE
NB
NW
Sec.
27, Township 13 N-- , Range 9 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before H. C. Kinsell, S. U. Comr., at
Stanley, N. M., on May 10, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ventura A nay a, Pantaleon Montcya,
Jcse Valencia, Pino Viilanueva, all of
Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4

2

4

Register
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Printing
Company

..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-luof our new State.
g

PAOC

SIN I A
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.
POR

TO AWAKEN INTEREST.

LIMITED TIME:

Banquet Tomatoes, per can
per dozen,!
per case,
a regular
Banquets are the standard No.
sjlier. Our price 10c per can.

.10

$

2.35

2for

25c

"PhoneNo. 4

Phone No.

NEW MEXICAN

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23, 1913.

LOCAL ITEMS.

NEWS.

F. ANDREWS
A

H

The corporation commission is sena-- ;
jing out the following letter addressed
to nil chambers of commerce find commercial bodies throughout the state:
Dear Sirs: As you are probably
aware, the state corporation commission has prepared ami tiled before the
interstate commerce commission at
Washington, a complaint asking that
the freight ra,tes on interstate, bust-- .
ness to points within New Mexico be
readjusted so as to relieve the people
jo: the state from what Is believed to
bur- be an unjust and discriminatory

which lias Just been organized in this
tiate to do business in Alaska, The
i.ompatiy will carry on a mining and
tan King business in the territory fur
i.cnh, and will have its principal
in Albminenine, A. is. Stoup, being named as tigetil. located at suite I
!u l lie Whiting block in that city. The
capital stci.lt Is $,(IOU,U0, at $1 per
iiaru.
The fellow ins persons are the
and lioki the following
tt;rectcr3
Roberts W. Mar- iU1101lnts of shares:
C.
Edward
tin, 1,997.0(10 shares;
Krellow, 1,000 shares, and A. B.
Stroup. l.i.'DO shares.

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
Is about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call tip "286." If
won lu bfjctm io wie cunur gr yivc
any news, picase pnone

s

Dbr.IPM(DIE'S
e

Cream

Powder

The value of cold Cream lies in its
Try
purity and skillful compounding.
Zook's Cold Cream for all toilet uses
ni.d massage purposes.
The Junior Auxiliary of the church
of the Holy Faith will hold a sale next
When ordering
Saturday afternoon, from 3 to 6 o'clock
else
at the library building of the woman's
the grocer may" forget the kind you are accustomed to.' ,
board of trade on- Washington avenue.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
The linest rooms in thb city, having
ocn.
FOR GOOD ROADS.
electrio light., steam heat anJ huths.
The attorney general of this state
It is worthy of mention that the The
European Hotel, centrally lo- tbe strength of the statements and and the two carriers. The daughter
has authorized this commission to em- Daughters of the American Revolution,
cated.
State Progressive Headquar Gifford's previous good record, the lat gave the Klug and Spohn
Worth.
Fort
of
H.
Tex.,
Cowan
S.
girls a piece
ploy
who will hold exercises over the wantin the hotel.
ter was released. Fairchild was held. of the fudge. Several other persons
to assist in the prosecution of this ing of the Santa Fe trail at Franklin, ters
TAILORS TO WOMEN. QUALITY
were offered pieces of the caudy but
Mr. Cowan has examined the
case.
Mo., May 17, are forwarding the moveW. SIX POISONED BY CANDY
declined.
complaint, and assures the commis- ment for good roads, and belong to AND FIT GUARANTEED. THE
sion that it presents an excellent case what is known as the 1). A. R. good H. GOEBEL CO., 421 COLLEGE ST.
SENT IN PARCEL POST.
Bear In mind. When you have your
one that can be prosecuted with roads commission.
OBERBY'S ANKLE BROKEN.
Franklin has the
every reasonable expectation or suc proud distinction of being the mother doctor's prescription filled take it to New York, April 23. Candy sent by
Colo.,
Boulder,
April 23. Reaves
Zook's Pharmacy and it will be filled
cess.
of the Santa Fe trail and the people with
parcel post from Harrisburg to F. M. Oberby, shortstop on the University
care
and
exacting
promptness.
was
filed,
At the time this petition
at Dillsburg pois- of Colorado baseball team, broke his
there are much interested in getting
The case of the people against Dr. Atland, postmaster
it was asked that the hearing be held
oned six persons in the little town in ankle yesterday sliding to second in
it
is
better
and
probable,
highways,
A.
Thomas
in Washington before the entire comMcCarthy for assault and upper York county. Postmaster At- a
practice game. He probably will be
that with the help of the women they
battery on complaint of S. E. Hugen-btrge- land and his daughter, Catharine, are out of the game for the
mission, but we are now advised that will
remainder of
much.
accomplish
which was set for 10 o'clock
it would be impossible to secure the
seriously sick and are confined to the season. Oberby lives in Iowa
GAME
AUTHORITY.
WARDEN'S
has
before
this
members
of
Garcia,
all
the
Judge
morning,
personal attention
their beds under the care of a physi Park, Texas.
Many inquiries have been made as been postponed until Thursday morn- cian.
o, that body even though the hearing
to
what
Game
Warden
State
The attorwas held in Washington.
authority
ing, .May 1. Dr. McCarthy will be repThe others made sick by the candy
Ira li.
ney general and Mr, Cowan are of de Baca has for ordering fish screens resented by his brother-in-law- ,
are Bailey Sphor and Robert Smith,
the opinion that it would be preferable to be nut' in all the streams in the Grinishaw, and Francis C. Wilson will
R. F. D. carriers, and Maud Klugh
ti have the hearing held in this state, state, which Dave hsh, or in which lish conduct the case for the people.
and Helson Spohr, school children.
Which Has a Most Complete
as the needed witnesses could be more are apt to stray. For the guidance,
We specialize in all kinds of heavy Residents of
are greatly exAssortment of
readily produced and at a far less ex or information of those interested the machine work. All work guaranteed. cited over theDillsburg
poisoning and an invespense. They advise that a determined game warden refers them to section Agents for Essenkay.
CORRECT
STAMPED
Transconti- tigation is being made.
IN.
MILLINERY,
effort be made to Induce the inter- 30, of the fish and game laws, which nental Garage.
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COLThe candy was received by. Poststate commerce commission to order reads as follows:
Work on the De Vargas hotel will master Atland, at 6:30 o'clock' this
that the hearing be held in New Mex"It shall be the duty of the owner or
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
and
once.
Th
at
contractors
begin
It was homemade
morning.
fudge
ico, and to secure the personal at- owners of any canal or ditch
into a
on
deal
of
are
the
material
good
in
sent
on
was
which
a
box,
printed
tendance of at least one member of which any portion of the waters of LTnnnrl and
flip wnrk nf trnnKfnrmine
Greek American Candy Company."
that commission.
any stream containing game food fish! u,e
t ,
f th
will be
bul!ding
The
sender's name was not given.
They have further suggested that
"
'
'' "'veriBu tor commenced.
Tne
Hard Postmaster Atland ate three
the chairman of this commission and the purpose of irrigation or any other
pieces of
ware
contract
have
a
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
also
company
the candy and treated his daughter
its rate expert go to Washington at miruoses which consumps rucIi wntPi-new
in
for
baths
and other
putting
once to assist Mr. Cowan in submit-- j or any user of such waters so divort- - nlnmhinewnrV
Wlinn flip lintpl tin.
tlng these preliminary matters. It is ed, to construct and maintain at the
are
whicll wiu
finishedi
provements
confidently expected that an order for head of such canal or ditch a paddle be 8ometime in
June, the oldest iuhab-whethe holding of this hearing in New
or wheels, or other device, as iilaIlt wilI not know
the former gtrlC.
Mexico will be secured, and that tes- may be directed by the state warden
ture
Alwill
bn
at
taken
Roswell,
which shall be maintained during such
timony
WANTED By young man with
buquerque and such other commer portion of each year as such waters
OF ALBUQUERQUE,
cial centers as may seem expedient are diverted for irrigation or other family, position as clerk, bookkeeper
or stenographer. Experienced. Speaks
at the time.
purposes.
will be in Santa Fe at the MONTEZUMA HOTEL MONDAY, APRIL
AdEnglish and Spanish
fluently.
You are being advised of these mat-- ,
"Any person violating any of the
tcrs at this time for the reason that provisions of this act shall be pun- dress "A" this office.
28, 1913. If you have any corns, bunions, ingrowing toenails or calLuis Lobato, who was to be tried
the commission dosircj to keep in ished by a fine of not less than
will relieve you of your misery without pain or danger of infifty
louses,
the closest possible touch with the dollars ($50.00), nor more than one for shooting off a gun at the armory
one
has
week
last
been
day
adjudged
Leave your call and I will make an appointment when I
fection.
commercial bodies of the state who hundred dollars ($100.00) or
by im- insane and committed to Las Vegas
are so deeply interested in this mat- prisonment not less than
arrive.
thirty days asylum. Lobato kept getting worse
ter. It is our purpose to keep you nor more than ninety days,
or both, this week
- References
and was restricted to the
Some of the most prominent merchants In Santa Fe.
fully advised as to the status of this at the discretion of the court."
house to prevent hira from doing
case, and your support and assistance
In addition to this section, the state harm and is now
very ill. He was a
are earnestly solicited.
warden calls attention to the member of Company E of the New
You will bo advised as to the dates game
fact that he is required by law to care Mexico national
guard and had been
and places at which testimony will be
for the state game by the installment a good soldier until
recently. Judge
taken, and we trust thai you will pre- of Just such devices,
section 3 of the Abbott signed his commitment, but
pare. to take an active part in assist- same laws
the
on account of illness he has not yet
containing
following:
ing with the securing and presenting
"It shall be the duty of the game been taken to Las
Vegas.
oi the required testimony.
Your co- and fish warden
of the state of New
When Zook's puts up your prescripoperation is essential to success.
Mexico and of each and every deputy tion you are sure of
getting the best
Respectfully,
rigidly and strictly to care for and en- - results, both from the medicine
obSTATE CORPORATION
force the provisions of thin ami nil tained and from
skill- doctor's
your
,
nr t io atnta nf
orner
ar ivt..i 1U
j,
reuuus umguosis
Rv Much IT Triiih.mB
tor uie protection of fish and game
Look Out For Frost Charles E.
wcU MINING
COMPANY.
of whatsoever kind or description, and
Linney, director of the local weather
Articles of incorporation have been to Institute or cause
the institution of bureau, has sent out
warnings today
filed by the Ready Bullion Mining com-- j prosecutions for
any and all violations to all sections under his jurisdiction
pany with the corporation commission, of such laws."
Q. SARGENT,
to look out for heavy frost, likely to
come tonight.
The reports from the
W. H. MENDENHALL,
rains in the northern part of New
GIRL'S PRESENCE
Mexico show that they have been
WILSON WILL GO
are doing a great deal of
OF MIND SfiUED
TO THE SENATORS good. and
s
A rain fall of
of
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
HER
an inch has taken place in this city
Washington, D. C, April 23. Presi- and vinicity and the rain, falling on dry
n;wly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
dent Wilson will go again to the cap-it- ground, has soaked in and will be of
Grand Junction, Colo., April 23.
papered. Many private baths and all the comtomorrow to consult with sena- great beenefit to ranchers.
Jennie O'Neil, 15, daughter of Mr. and
hotel.
Mrs. Chris O'Neil, saved her parents tors concerning nominations he has
forts of a first-clafrom death in a fire that destroyed prepared. With the senate in session
CENTS IN
their home near here early this morn- - t1P president decided there would be
ing. The girl was awakened by the less inconvenience to the senators if
A STOLEN PURSE
smoke that filled her roam. She rush- he himself went to the president's
.
ed from the house to escape
the room and consulted with them about
Detroit, Mich., April 23. Two young
flames, then heard the screams of her prospective appointments, than if the men
were involved in a robbery in
parents, who were trapped on the sec- senators came to the White House.
t..e real estate office of Frederick
ond story. Running to the barn, she
Shipman, 89 Union Trust building,
secured a long ladder and raised it to
according to the police, and as a
INDEED
the window of her parent's room. The HUERTA
were at rested wth a purse con
delivfather and mother then descended in
now
A GREAT
taining 20 cents and a few car tickets.
safety.
Tiie men, who gave their names to
Washington, D. C, April 23. Gen the police as Hersel Fairchilds and Ira
Phone 12.
eral Huerta, provisional president of:Giffol(i entered the office at 1 o'clock
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
.Mexico, has announced that the cam and asked for the manager. They said
Y paign for the
suppression of the re they wished to look into a real estate
bellion is about to be renewed with matter, and that they would wait until
Rome, April 23. Pope Pius contin- great vigor and so hopeful is he of a Mr. Shipman returned.
Miss Florence Proctor, stenographer
ues to make satisfactory progress in successful outcome that he declares
a presidential election can be held in the office, observed that
the men
his convalescence. He rose from bad within
two months.
shifted their chairs a number of times.
at half past ten this morning and was
Finally she noticed that one of the
allowed by the physicians to walk a
men was resting his arm over the
CONCERT WAS BIG SUCCESS.
few steps in his bedroom.
No more interested an audience ever tack of the chair in a manner which
His temperature was 97. He suffered less from prostration and his packed Redman hall than last evening brought his hand in close proximity to
strength had improved, although his when the Schubert Symphony club the pocket of her coat where her purse
Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
w as.
and lady quartette gave the
cough persisted.
grandest
After
men
the
concert under the auspices of the lohad waited about 10 VLFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
cal B. P. O. E. ever heard in this sec- ninutes Mr. B. F. Stevenson, of thf
A GIRL OF 40 AT TEA PARTY.
In the May American Magazine, Jas, tion. No exaggeration horamc. p. firm, came from his office and talkeii
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
to the men for a short time. When
Montgomery Flagg, the well known essary to paint the satisfaction the en- hal
tertaiuers
so
went
to
left
she
coat
her
and
wit and illustrator, contributes a piece
willingly bestowed upon they
examined it. Her purse was missing.
with pictures about tea parties. It is me music lovers.
She gave the alarm, and Mr. Steven- Such violin solos as were
entitled "Cream or Lemon." FollowPhone Black
played
Pbone Black
ing is an extract descriptive of one of by the celebrated violinist, Thomas sen immediately pursued the pair. He
Valentine Purcell, such contralto so- saw them in front of the building and
the "girls" at the party:
"The girl was a slip of forty in los issuing from the lips of the great called Patrolman Claude Cotten. Tothey took the men to the staspinach green corduroy and scarab Lovle Zeudt Turcell and such har- gether
tippet, and a large swaying meteoric monious quartette 'selections were tion.
There the boys were searched and
mass of tarnished zinc and colored never heard before in Durango. Their
glass which she wore suspended on grandeur and pleasing magnitude beg- the purse found on Fairchild. He
stoutly insisted that his friend Gifford
what ought to have been her chest. It gar description.
made Paul think of the bumpers tug
Not a number on the program was had had nothing to do with the affair
boats wear to protect their wishbones rendered without being received with and that he alone was responsible. On
from docks and things. She had great applause and encores were debacked a curly-haireinfant up against manded and acceded to with generosa radiator and was talking him to a ity. The Schubert company will
HEADQUARTERS FOR
alfrazzle, while he smiled and smiled, ways be a welcome entertainer in 'the
although scorching."
city and the local Elks are to be conHIGH-GRADgratulated for bringing such a high
PAINTER GIVES BOND.
class troupe to the city Durango
'
"RFD APPLE PAINT ,
Chicago, 111., April 23. Bonds were Democrat.
approved here today for Frank J.
The Schuberts are In Santa Fe Friwill make them so.
Painter, of Omaha, one of the Struct day night April 25.
and
Iron
ural
Workers sent to the federal
May are the months for
April
AND
penitentiary- at Leavenworth, Kansas,
CAT AND MOUSE BILL.
painting your fruit trees for proas a result of the dynamite conspiracy-tria-l London.
23. The "hunger tection from all kinds of insects.
April
at Indianapolis.
Painter was strike" bill
by the govern- Try Rhoads' Patent Tree Paint. Made
sentenced to two years' imprisonment. ment to do designed
and Guaranteed by
away with forcible feed
His bond of $20,000 will be effective ing of
terms
in
suffragettes
serving
tomorrow.
prison, styled the "cat and mouse"
bill, by militant suffragettes, passed
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
Pieces
Work for the New Mexican. It Is its third
NOVELTY WORKS,
reading in the bouse of com- OCCASIONALLY.
I
for
working
you, for Santa Fe and Imons this evening by a vote of 294 to
104 OALISTEO ST..
the new state
N.M.
W.
SANTA
157
FE,
Telephone

The finest in the world

ask for Dr. Price's by name,
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THESTORE
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"

MISS A. MUGLER

"

Wood-Davi-

s

-

e

A. K. Singer, Chiropodist,

when Union Lock iu used, bemuse i. is built
frotn the Eiini:' d"sijin us a rci.5'j!;:r ticld fence.
linvsii l.ork h.iss'noil tin test of time
and tii.ic provs:i!! iIipcjIn! In strenth.cluse
hks of monh (A ard kcninchesfull, it.liustjiblMy
and economy it un
a
return on the
investment.
We curry a complete stock of Union Lock
Poultry Fence and we can save money for
the buy er.

counts!

Union hock Poultry Pence gives the
gl'cvic?.
I'.vtitry protection rv.-if.pc;u!.y profits,
sari the firvii-i- r the protection ilte more
ce.tuin arc (lie profits. Union hock Pouury
I ence, a aq'.i.ii'c rricsh weave, provides a
lasting security.
No bourds arc required at top or bottom

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

I

It was The Palace Hotel,

IT

ri,ni.,.,
A..V,w

-

three-quarter-

TWENTy

j

WoodDavis Hardware Co.
-

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

ss

t.

JIJ SANTA FE

THE DE VARGAS

"V""

PARENTS

Every third car a Ford and every
Ford user a Ford "booster." New
prices runabout $525 touring car
$G00
delivery car $625 town car
$800 with all equipment, f. o. b.
Get particulars from

It's Hardware We Have

2srow"

W.

Dead weight.. That's the difference
between a light and a heavy car. It
takes gasoline to pull thie excessive
weight. It means tire wear. Get away
from the extra expense.
Buy a light
weight vanadium steel Ford.

If

no

is

IS

re-fu-

Order your Bedding Plants
ery Next Month.

OPTIMIST

It.

NEW MEXICO.

for

POPE PIUS IS

BETTER TODA

WHOLESALE. AND RETAIL

S

mm

ST. LOUIS,
KUUXNJL I KIP,

MM $43 A 5

April 30th to May 3rd, 1913.
Return

68th Annual Session Southern Baptist Convention
MAY 14 TO 21, 1913.
Dates of Sale, May II, 12,

13, 14.

Return Limit, May 27th, 1913.

16TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
NATIONAL RETAIL GROCERS' ASSOCIATION
Dates of Sale, May 17th, 18th, 19th.

--

I

C

'

Return Limit, May 25th,

For further particulars call on or address,
ITT A4camti

I I

-

r---

Santa

grain

Jefferson Memorial Dedication
Ceremonies and American
Peace Congress,
Tickets on Sale April 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th.
Limit, May 6th, 1913.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

45

LEO HERSCH

S. SPITZ, JEWELER

d

Are Your Trees

Strong and Healthy?

E

WATCHES
'

191

J.

i,

iisMBBBHEjtf

J

45

J. F. RHOADS,
-

CLOCKS

Time

That

Reliable

